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General introduction.

Chapter 1.

General introduetion

1.1

Porous electrodes.

Electrochemical reactions like hydrogen oxidation or oxygen reduction on active
electrode material are very fast processes [1). Their reaction rate .on plate or
disk electrodes is mainly limited by their low solubility in the electrolyte solution
resulting in mass transport Iimitations.
Porous electrodes have been designed to overcome this problem. The porous gas
diffusion electrode separates the liquid phase, being the electrolyte solution,
from the gas phase containing the electroactive species. The reaction takes place
inside the electrode (e.g. Fig. 3.6 and [2]). The main advantages of a porous
electrode

are the large intemal surface area contained in a small volume

combined with a greatly reduced diffusion path length from gas-liquid interface
to reaction site. This significantly increases the mass transfer rate [3) and also

reduces the true, local current density at a given overall electrode current
density, resulting in a lower electrode overpotential.

Porous electrodes for acidic solutions based on PTFE-bonded

catalyst-loaded

carbon have been developed since the early 1960's [4), and were originally
intended for fuel cell and battery applications.

ModeHing of porous electrodes has been the object of many studies, ever since
their introduction. The aims of these studies are the description of the behaviour

Chapter 1.
of porous electrodes (e.g. [5-8]) and the optimization of the electrode structure
with respect to e.g. gas transport, ionic transport, electronic conductivity and lifetime (e.g. [9-11]).

1.2

Alternative uses for gas dirfusion electrodes

In recent years, investigators have discovered the porous electrode for other
applications. Hydrogen evolution (e.g. for electrochemical energy storage) [12],
NO reduction (for purification of waste gas) [13], metal electrawinning and
metal reclaiming from pielding solutions with a hydrogen gas diffusion anode
[14,15] are amongst these alternative uses.

Another alternative use is the application of the hydrogen gas diffusion anode in
electroplating processes [16]. Introduetion of a hydrogen gas diffusion anode can
be beneficia! in several ways. If the gas diffusion anode replaces a soluble metal
anode, the shape of the anode will no longer change during the process. This
improves the homogeneity of the Ohmic drop in the gap between anode and
cathode resulting in an improved product quality. If the gas diffusion anode
replaces a dimensionally stabie anode with oxygen evolution as the anodic
process like e.g. a Beer-anode, the potential difference across the electroplating
cell will be reduced due to lowering of the anode potential and no gas will
evolve in the electrolyte solution. Due to the lowering of the anode potential it
also becomes possible to apply chloride-based electrolyte solutions since chlorine
evolution will not take place. The absence of gas will increase the conductivity of
the electrolyte solution.
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1.3

Scope of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is to describe the behaviour of a hydrogen gas diffusion
electrode

for practical application in an electroplating

commercially available

gas diffusion electrades

loaded

process. As anodes.
with platinum and

manufactured for application in phosphoric acid fuel cells were selected since
these electrodes can be applied in acidic galvanizing solutions. As solutions,
dilute sulphuric acid solutions were used since it was shown that metal ions like
Zn2 + or Ni2 + do not influence the behaviour of the platinum electrocatalyst

[17]. The temperature

range was chosen to resembie the normal galvanizing

operaring conditions, 20 - 70 °C. Both solution and temperature deviate from the
conditions for which the selected gas diffusion anodes were originally designated.
For this reason, and for the reason that literature models are plentiful, not
always in consonance and abundantly larded with adjustable parameters, aspects
of the behaviour of the selected anodes under selected circumstances were
investigated.
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, it is established that the mass transport of hydrogen

in the gas diffusion electrode can be described with an overall mass transport
coefficient, k 8 • In Chapter 3, the rate determining step for the mass transport of
hydrogen in the gas diffusion electrode is identified.
The hydrogen oxidation mechanism is elucidated in Chapter 4. For this purpose,
several possible mechanisms are evaluated. A general expression for the polarization behaviour of the gas diffusion anode operaring with pure hydrogen gas is
derived.

The electrode stability for constant electrode potential conditions is investigated
in Chapter 5. For this purpose, experiments with a plarinum rotaring disk
electrode

are used to elucidate the mechanism of deactivation of plarinum

3
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catalyst in the gas diffusion electrode. The electrode stability under galvanostatic
conditions is shown in Chapter 6.

In Chapter 7, the potential distribution on the gas diffusion electrode surface is

presented.

A model is derived to approxirnate potential and current density

distribution.

4
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Chapter 2.

Determination of overall mass transport coefficients
in gas dirfusion electrodes.
(J.J.T.T. Venneijlen, L.J.J. Janssen, J. Appl. Electrochem. 23 (1993) 26-31)

Abstract

Gas diffusion electrodes are used for many purposes, for exarnple in fuel cells, in
synthesis and as anodes in electrodeposition processes. The behaviour of gas
diffusion electrodes has been the subject of many studies. In this chapter the
transport of gas in the gas diffusion electrode, characterised by the overall mass
transport coefficient, has been investigated using hydrogen-nitrogen mixtures. A
reactor model for the gas compactment of the gas diffusion electrode test cell is
proposed to calculate the concentration of hydrogen in the gas compactment as a
function of the input concentration of hydrogen and the total volumetrie gas flow
rate. The mass transport coefficient is found to be independent of variations in
hydrogen concentration and volumetrie gas flow rate. The temperature dependenee
of the mass transport coefficient was determined. A maximum was found at 40 "C.

2.1

Introduetion

Gas diffusion electrodes have been developed for use in fuel cells for the direct
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conversion of chemical into electrical energy. Recently, alternative applications for
gas diffusion electrades have been proposed, e.g. in electrodeposition processes
[1-3]. Due to the high current densities required in these applications, the mass
transport in the electrades is of great importance.
Gas diffusion electrades have been the object of many studies conceming for
example the electrocatalytic behaviour, electrokinetics, diffusion, morphology,
optimisation of performance, etc. [4-7]. Many models for kinetics and mass
transport have been suggested to account for the behaviour of gas diffusion electrades [8,9]. These studies contribute to the understanding of the working mechanism
of gas diffusion electrodes.
In this chapter, gas diffusion electrades will be characterised by the overall mass

transport coefficient under diffusion-limited conditions. Mass transport coefficients
have been determined using hydrogen-nitrogen mixtures.
The method presented was used to characterize the flow conditions in the gas
chamber of the experimental cell. This methad can be used to campare the magnitude of diffusion resistance in gas diffusion electrodes.

2.2

Experimental details

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2.1. The experimental cell was a Perspex
cell divided into two compartments, viz. the gas campartment and the salution
compartment, by a gas diffusion electrode, and schematically presented in Fig. 2.2.
The gas diffusion electrades used were Fuel Cell Grade Electrades on Toray Paper
purchased from E-TEK, USA. These electrades consist of carbon black bonded with
Teflon on a Toray paper carrier. The active layer with a thickness of approximately
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0.1 mm consists of platinum dispersed on Vulcan XC-72. The total electrode
thickness measured approximately 0.55 mm.

Figure 2.1.

Schematic mustration of the experimental set-up. (1) hydrogen generation cel!,
(2) gas diffusion electrode test cell, (3) solution storage vessel, (4) pump and (S)

heat exchanger.

The gas compartment measured 20 x 20 x 8 mm3 . The gas was supplied through a
tube with an inner diameter of 5 mm at the top of the gas compartiment. The gas
outlet was situated at the bottorn of the gas oompartment to prevent the liquid
condensation products filling the gas compartment.
An expanded titanium mesh was used as the current collector for the gas diffusion

electrode. An area of 20 x 20 mm2 of the electrode was exposed to the gas and the
solution. Measurements showed that the screening of the gas side by the titanium
mesh had no effect on the data obtained. The space between the gas compartment
and the liquid compartment at the edge of the gas diffusion electrode was sealed to
prevent transport of air oxygen to the electrode.
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The solution oompartment with a total volume of 10.8 cm·3 was equipped with a
platinum counter electrode measurlng 26 x 26 mm2 • The distance between woricing
electrode and counter electrode was 18 mm. The reference electrode capillary was
situated in a hole in the middle of the counter electrode and pointed towards the gas
diffusion (working) electrode. A thread was inserted in the capillary to prevent gas
bubbles from entering. The distance between working electrode and the tip of the
Luggin capillary was adjustable. A tube conneeled to this Luggin capillary contained
the reference electrode, being a saturaled calomel electrode.

gas ditfusion electrode

Flgure 2.2.

Schematic mustration of the gas diffusion electrode test cell.

The solution used was 0.5 M H2S04• The pH of the solution remained practically
constant durlng the experlments and needed no adjustment. The return flow from the
cell into the solution storage vessel was led over the vessel wall to remove the
hydrogen gas bubbles produced at the counter electrode from the solution. Preelectrolysis showed that stripping the dissolved hydrogen from the solution with
nitrogen was of no influence on the current observed. Therefore, nitrogen stripping
was not applied in the measurements presenled in this study. The solution was
recirculaled through the solution oompartment at a rate of 300 cm3 min· 1. Increasing
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or decreasing this rate did not affect the currents measured. This particular rate was
chosen to prevent accumulation of the hydrogen gas formed at the counter electrode.
The solutlon entered the cell at the bottorn of the solution compartment and left at
the top to ensure entrainment of the gas evolved at the counter electrode. The
temperature was kept constant by means of a heat exchanger just before the inlet of
the solutlon compartment.
Hydrogen added to a nitrogen stream was used for mass transport measurements.
The nitrogen flow was controlled by means of a valve and a flow meter. The
flowmeters used were Fischer & Porter 08F·ll16-08 for low volumetrie rates and
02F·ll8·12-5 for volumetrie rates up to 850 cm3 min·l, both with sapphire floats.
The hydrogen was generaled at constant current in an electrochemical

H~ll

tilled

with 4 M KOH. The cell was fitted with two platinum electrodes. The anodic and
cathodic halves of the cell were divided by a Nafion"' ion-exchange membrane to
separate oxygen and hydrogen gas. The amount of hydrogen added to the nitrogen
stream at statlonary conditions is exactly known and calculated from the current
applied.
Cyclic voltammograms were recorded by scanning the potentlal over a 1 V range
between the equilibrium potentlal of the electrode, Ee• and Ev the more positlve
potential. The potentials were applied through a Solartron 1286 Electro Chemical
Interface (ECI) controlled by a microcomputer. The potentlal range was scanned at a
rate of 5 mV s· 1 in the ECI 1286's stepped sweep mode at a stepping rate of 1 s· 1•

Ohmic drops between the working electrode and the reference electrode were
measured by means of electrochemical impedance measurements. The impedance
spectra were measured with the ECI 1286 and the Solartron 1250 Frequency
Response Analyser (FRA) controlled by a microcomputer and the EISData software
package. The ohmic drop was computed from the impedance data using the EISCalc
software package. Both EISData and EISCalc were obtained from J.Schram, TU
Delft, The Netherlands.
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2.3

Results

The hydrogen content of the inlet gas stream was varled by applying currents in the
range from 0.005 to 2 A to the hydrogen generation cell. Moreover. the volumetrie
rate of nitrogen was varled in the range from 0.1 to 15 ctrf s· 1•

3
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Figure 2.3.

The gas dilfusion electrode eurrent density, igd• as a funetion of the overpotential, .,, at a tempersture of 30 •c. Volumetrie nitrogen flow rate Fv,N = 2.33
cm3 s· 1• The hydrogen inlet eoneentration, Cjofmol m·3: (a) 0.28, (b) 0.55, (e)
1.08, (d) 2.12 and (e) 4.04.

Fig. 2.3 shows a typical set of current density-overpotential curves for a gas diffusion electrode with 0.50 mg cm·2 Pt loading. The results were obtained for various

in the gas feed flow. The overpotentlal '11 was corrected

hydrogen concentrations

cin

for the Ohmic drop.

The current density-overpotential curves clearly show the

kinetically controlled overpotentlal region preceeding the diffusion limited plateaus.
Increasing the overpotentlal to values above approximately 0.6 V leads to a decrease
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in current. This decrease is caused by oxidation of the platinum catalyst particles.
The diffusion limited current density is calculated as the mean current density in the
overpotentlal interval from 0.3 to 0.5 V. The direction of the potential sweep had
practically no effect on the limited current density for high hydrogen concentrations.
For low hydrogen concentrations, the mean value of the mean current densities from
increasing and decreasing overpotentlal was calculated to account for double-layer
charging effects.

I.S

<
' ...

1.0

.....
o.s

.....

0.0 11/JC-------~0.0
o.s 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Figure 2.4.

The diffusion limited current, /gd,l• as a function of the hydrogen production
/hp• at a temperature of 30 •c. The volumetrie nitrogen flow rate,
3
Fv,N/cm s- 1: (•) 2.33, ( .. ) 5.08 and ( +) 8.25.

current,

Fig. 2.4 shows the relation between the hydrogen production current applied in the
H-eell,
/gd,l

/hp•

and the diffusion limited current in the gas diffusion electrode test eell,

for various volumetrie nitrogen flow rates,

Fv,N•

applied. From this plot it

follows that very high conversions can be obtained, for instanee 59 % at
2.33

cm3

s- 1

and

/hp

= 1 A.

Fv,N

=

The conversion depends on the space time of the feed

gas in the gas compartment, as can be seen from the curves for different nitrogen
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flow rates.
Fig. 2.5 shows a curve on a double logarlthmic scale representing the diffusion
limited current density, igd,l• as a function of the hydrogen concentration in the feed
gas at the inlet of the gas oompartment of the gas diffusion cell, qn, at a constant
nitrogen flow rate and at a constant temperature.

cin

is varled by varlation of /hp·

From this plot it follows that there is an almost linear relationship between qn and
igd,l

at a constant Fv,N·

3.S

2.8

1.3

o.s "-----'----"-------'
-2.S
-o.s
-t.s
o.s

Figure 2.5.

The diffusion limited current density, i8d,l• as a function of tbe hydragen inlet
concentration, <in• on a double Jogaritbmic scale at a temperature of 30

•c and at

a constant volumetrie nitrogen flow rate of 2.33 cm3 s· 1•

Fig. 2.6 shows, on a double logarlthmic scale, the diffusion limited current density,
igd,l•

as a function of the hydrogen concentration in the gas at the inlet of the gas

diffusion cell, 'in• for constant /hp and varlous Fv,N· The almost linear relationship
as observed in Fig. 2.5 is absent. The molar flow rate of hydragen through the gas
oompartment does not solely determine the diffusion limited current density.
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Figure 2.6.

o.s

1.0

1.s

The diffusion limited current density, igd,l• as a function of the hydrogen inlet
concentration, cin• on a double logarithmic scale at a temperature of 30
a constant hydrogen production current /bp

•c and at

= 0.5 A.

2.0

...
I

l.S

a
~ 1.0
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o.s

0.0 ....__ _ _....__ _ _..__ ___,
10

so

30

70
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Figure 2.7.

The diffusion limlted current density, igd,l• as a function of the temperature, T, at
a constant volumetrie nltrogen flow rate Fv,N = 5.08 cm3 s· 1 and at hydrogen
concentration, c;",mol m·3: (•) 1.95, (.t.) 1.00, (+) 0.50, ('11') 0.25 and (•) 0.13.
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Fig. 2. 7 shows typical plots of the influence of temperature, T, on the diffusion
limited current density igd,l at constant Fv,N and various hydrogen concentrations cin.
The maximum

m the

igd,l - T curves is situated around 40

oe for

every hydrogen

concentration.

2.4

Tbeory for a CSTR model

An ideal constant flow stirred tank reactor (CSTR) is an ideal steady-state flow

reactor in which the contents are perfectly mixed and uniform throughout [10]. Thus
the exit stream from this reactor has the same composition as the contents of the
reactor. A schematic representation of a CSTR is given in Fig. 2.8.

F.
v,m

c.m
Fv,nactlon

Fv,aat

caut

Figure 2.8.

Schematic illustration of an ideal constant flow stirred tank reactor (CSTR).

It is assumed that the gas campartment of the gas diffusion electrode test cell
behaves as an ideal constant flow stirred tank reactor. This gas campartment is fed
by a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen. Hydrogen gas is oxidized in the gas
diffusion electrode. Consequently, the hydrogen concentration in the gas in and
teaving the gas campartment is lower than the concentration in the gas entering the

15
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gas compartment. Due to this conversion of hydrogen gas, the volumetrie gas flow
rate will be affected.
The total volumetrie gas flow balance can be formulated as

(2.1)

1t is assumed that both nitrogen and hydrogen behave as ideal gases. Also, the

pressure of the gas is assumed equal throughout the whole gas compartment and
constant under all circumstances. Moreover, the mass transfer coefficient k 5 is
assumed to be constant for the whole geometrie surface area of the electrode.
The total molar flow balance for a CSTR reactor with an electrochemical surface
reaction under control of linear diffusion is formulated as [11]
(2.2)

Under the assumptions made previously the volumetrie gas flow rate used for the
reaction can be written as:
(2.3)
This equation describes the decrease in the volumetrie flow due to hydrogen
oxidation in the gas diffusion electrode.
Combination of Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 and rearrangement gives

From Equation 2.4 the output concentration

cout

for certain k8 and

Agd

as a function

of Fv,m and cm can be solved . Since the hydrogen concentration within the gas com16
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partment is

Cout•

the diffusion limited current can be written as

(2.5)
Combining Equations 2.4 and 2.5 and rearranging gives an equation for the diffusion
limited current as a function of Fv,in and Cin at eertaio Agd and

ks values :

Equation 2.6 can also be used to determine the value of k 5 at a measured value of
Igd,I·

Both

2.5

igd,I

and

igd,l,calc

are calculated by division of lgd,I and

Igd,I,calc

by Agd·

Discussion

Both the input and the output tubes of the gas oompartment are perpendicular to the
electrode surface. This enables a good mixing of the gas present in the gas compartment of the gas diffusion electrode test cell. Moreover, the diffusion of hydrogen
in the gas is a fast process. Thus, ooncentration gradients will be levelled rapidly.
These oonsiderations support the choice of a CSTR model as a reliable model for the
behaviour of the gas oompartment of the test cell.
The mass transport coefficients k 5 have been calculated using Equation 2.6. The
calculated values of k 5 are tabulated in Table 2.1 for the measurements with a
nitrogen flow rate of 5.08 cm3 s· 1 and an initial hydrogen ooncentration of 1.95 mol
m·3 • The

igd,l -

T curve for these measurements is represented by the top curve of

Fig. 2.7.
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For the experiments shown in Fig. 2.5 in which the hydrogen concentration cin is
varled by varlation of the hydrogen production current at constant nitrogen flow
rate, it was calculated that the mean k 5 = 6.90 x 10·3 m s· 1• This value agrees well
with k8 from Table 2.1, being 6.92 x 10·3 m s·1•

m s· 1

Tl °C

Table 2.1.

20

6.28

30

6.92

40

7.31

50

7.06

60

6.35

Mass transport coefficients, k., at various temperatures, T, as calculated from
experiment& with a volumetrie nitrogen flow rate of 5.08 cm3 s· 1 and a hydrogen
inlet concentration of 1.95 mol m·3•

For the experiments from Fig. 2.6, in which the hydrogen concentration cin is varled
by varlation of the nitrogen flow rate at constant hydrogen production current, the k8
value for the experiment with the nitrogen flow rate
out because of the inaccuracy in the low flow rate

Fv,N
Fv,in

== 0.08 cm3 s· 1 was left
and the extremely high

conversion, viz. 98 %. It is found that for the other experiments the mean k 8

=

7.5x1o-3 m s· 1, which agrees with the calculated value from Table 2.1.

Using k8 from Table 2.1,

igd,l,calc

at different volumetrie flow rates

Fv,in

and initial

hydrogen concentrations cin was calculated for varlous measurements. Fig. 2.9
shows the calculated data versus the measured data,

igd,I·

There is a good agreement

between the calculated and the measured diffusion limited current as is shown in
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Fig. 2.9 for a large number of experiments with various ratio's between Fv,H and
Fv,N·

3

..
I

2

a
~

2
m

F1gure 2.9.

3

-1

Tbe measured diffusion limited current density, igd,l• against the calculated
diffusion limited current, îgd,l,calc• at various hydragen inlet concentrations,
volumetrie nitrogen flows and temperatures. Tbe dasbed line represents igd,l =
igd,l,calc·

It is concluded that the calculated mass transport coefficient k 5 is independent of the
input hydrogen concentration
increase in

igd,J

cin

and gas flow rate

Fv,in•

Moreover, from the

with increasing temperature in the temperature range where the

water vapour pressure is very low, it is concluded that the rate of the oxidation of

Hz is determined by the transport of Hz inside the gas diffusion electrode. Bagotskii
et al. have investigated the behaviour of oxygen gas diffusion electrodes with regard
to the effect of nitrogen as gaseous diluent [14-18]. The theoretical dependenee of
the limiting current for oxygen on the oxygen partial pressure is presented. The experimental relation between current and oxygen partial pressure was found to show
an intleedon at large electrode polarizations due to a limited supply of oxygen.
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Moreover, the deviations of calculated from experimentallimiting currents could be
attributed to the presence of water vapour. Luzhin et al. have also studied the effect
of an inert gas component of a binary gas mixture on the mass transfer of oxygen in
the gas phase of aporous electrode [19,20]. Computer calculations showed that the
concentration of the inert component increased sharply across the electrode thickness.
The current for hydrogen oxidation is diffusion limited at overpotentials larger than
approximately 0.2 V. The maximum overpotentlal to obtain the diffusion limited
current is approximately 0.6 V due to the formation of an oxide layer on platinum
partieles.

The temperature dependenee from Fig. 2.7 can be explained. On increasing the
temperature, the diffusivity of hydrogen in the gas diffusion electrode increases. On
the other hand, the hydrogen gas pressure in the hydrophobic part of the gas
diffusion electrode decreases because of the increase in water vapour pressure. From
partial water pressure data [12] it follows that the vapour pressure increases steeply
at temperatures over approximately 40 °C. Thus, the diffusion limited current will
increase with increasing temperature in the temperature range where the increase in
diffusivity is the dominant factor and decreases in the range where the decrease in
hydrogen concentration is the most important factor.

In [13] a maximum is found near 60

oe

for rotating disk experiments in dilute

H2S04 • The shift of the maximum to a lower temperature is possibly caused by the
transport of water vapour in a direction opposed to that of the hydrogen flow in the
gas layer of the gas diffusion electrode.
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Chapter 3.
Mass transport in a hydrogen gas diffusion electrode.

(J.J.T.T. Vermeijlen, L.J.J. Janssen, J. Appl. Electrochem., 23 (1993) 1237-1243)

Abstract
Experimental data are presented concerning the diffusion limited current density for
hydrogen oxidation in a gas diffusion electrode (GDE) under various conditions.
These current densities were obtained using mixtures of hydrogen and inert gases.
To elucidate the dependenee of the overal mass transport coefficient on the gas phase
diffusion coef:ficient and the Iiquid phase diffusion coefficient of the hydrogen, a
simpli:fied model was derived to describe the transport of hydrogen in a GDE based
on literature models. The GDE consists of a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic layer,
namely a porous backing and a reaction layer. The model involves gas diffusion
through the porous backing of the GDE combined with gas diffusion, gas dissolution
and reaction in the reaction layer of the electrode. It was found that the transport
rate of hydrogen under the experimental circumstances is detennined by hydrogen
gas diffusion in the pores of the porous backing, as well as in the macropores of the
reaction layer. Diffusion of dissoved hydrogen in the micropores of the reaction
layer, through the liquid, is shown to be of little significance.
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3.1

Introduetion

Gas diffusion electrodes (GOEs) hav.e been developed and optimized for use in fuel
cells for direct energy conversion. In recent years the applicability of the GOE in
other fields of applied electrochemistry bas received increasing attention. In particular, the hydrogen GOE, used as anode in metal deposition processes, bas been
the subject of several investigations. In this paper results are presented for commercially available GOEs developed for phosphoric acid fuel cells at high temperatures,

oe,
25 to 70 oe.
viz. 200

applied in dilute sulphuric acid solututions at low temperatures, from

To describe the behaviour of gas diffusion electrodes, many models have been
proposed [1-6]. Some of these models include possible gas-phase transport limitations, whereas other models neglect the influence of these gas-phase phenomena,
since the diffusion coefficient of the reactant gas dissolved in the liquid phase is
small compared to the diffusion coefficient of the reactant gas in the gas phase.

A GOE, as used in this chapter, consists of two layers. The gas side layer is a

porous substrate acting as electrode support and current collector and allows the gas
to reach the catalyzed reaction layer. The liquid side layer is the catalyzed reaction
layer and consists of a network of gas-filled macropores and liquid-filled micropores.
Hydragen is transported through the pores of the porous backing into the macropores
of the reaction layer. Subsequently it dissolves in the solution of the micropores of
the reaction layer. It then diffuses towards the reaction sites where it is oxidized.

To investigate the rate determining step for hydrogen transport in a GOE under
diffusion limited conditions, a mixture of hydrogen gas and an inert gas was
supplied to the gas diffusion electrode. The limiting current density for hydrogen
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oxidation was determined as a function of a number of parameters, e.g. composition
of solution, type of inert gas, temperature, gas pressure and liquid pressure.

In the previous chapter [7] the overall mass transport coefficient for a GDE under
diffusion-limited conditions was determined where the concentration of reactant gas
in the gas compartment next to the porous substrate of the GDE was calculated with
a CSTR reactor model for the gas compartment. In this chapter experimental results
are presented to elucidate the diffusion rate-determining step.

3.2

Experlmental

Figure 3.1.

Schematic illustration of the experimental set-up. (1) tlowmeter, (2) hydrogen
generation cell, (3) heat exchanger for gas, (4) water saturaûon vessel for gas,
(S) water column for gas overpressure, (6) test cell, (7) heat exchanger for

solution, (8) solution pump, (9) solution sturage vessel.
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The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 3.1. Some adaptations to the experimental set-up as described in Chapter 2 [7] were made to allow the gas to be saturated
with water vapour at the cell operating temperature and to vary the gas and liquid
pressure.
The experimental cell was described in Chapter 2 [7]. The cell was fitted with Fuel
Cell Grade Electrodes on Toray Paper purchased from E-TEK, USA. These gasdiffusion electrodes were loaded with 0.50 mg cm-2 platinum. The active (hydrophilic) layer has a thickness of approximately 0.1 mm, whereas the total electrode
thickness measures approximately 0.55 mm. A geometrie electrode surface area of
20 x 20 mm2 was exposed to gas and solution.
The solutions used were 0.5 to 9 M H2S04 prepared from sulphuric acid p.a.
(Merck) and deionized water. The solutions were circulated through the solution
campartment of the test cell at a flow rate of 5 cm3 s- 1.
The liquid pressure on the GDE could be varled by means of varlation of the height
of the solution storage vessel. The height difference between the cell and the
solution storage vessel was adjustable in the range from 0 to 1 m, equivalent to a
pressure from 1.0 to 1.1 bar. The temperature of the solution was kept constant by a
heat exchanger near the solution inlet of the test cell.

Hydrogen added to an inert gas stream was fed to the gas campartment of the test
cell. The inert gases used were nitrogen, helium and argon. The inert gas flow rate
was controlled by a valve and measured by a Fischer & Porter 02F-1/8"-12-5
flowmeter fitted with a sapphire float. Hydrogen generated at constant current from
a 4 M KOH solution was added to the inert gas stream.
The gas overpressure was applied by a water column fitted to the gas outlet of the
test cell. The height of the water column was adjustable in the range from 0 to 1 m,
equivalent to a pressure from 1.0 to 1.1 bar. The gas temperature was controlled by
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means of a heat exchanger near the gas inlet of the test cell. A thermostatted vessel
that could be filled with water was situated in the gas inlet circuit. By means of this
cell the inlet gas could be saturated with water vapour at the cell operating temperature.

Cyclic voltammograms were recorded using a Solartron 1286 Electrochemical
Interface (ECI) controlled by a microcomputer. The potential range of 1 V between
the equilibrium potential of the gas diffusion electrode, Ee, and the more positive
potential, Et = Ee

+ 1 V, was scanned at a rate of 5 mV s· 1 in the ECI's stepped

sweep mode at a stepping rate of 1 s·l.

Electrochemical impedance spectra were recorded using the ECI and the Solartron
1250 Frequency Response Analyser (FRA). Ohmic drops between the tip of the
Luggin capillary and the gas diffusion electrode were calculated using these impedance spectra. Potentials used in this work are referred to Ee and the overpotential

'11

= E - Ee was corrected for Ohmic drop.

3.3

Results

Diffusion-limited current densities were determined using the mean current density
value for the scans in the potential range from 0.3 to 0.5 V. The diffusion-limited
current density igd,l is calculated as the mean value of the mean values in the
positive potenrial direction and of those in the negative potentlal direction to account
for (pseudo) double layer effects.
Figure 3.2 shows the influence of the concentration of sulphuric acid, csA• on the
diffusion-limited current density, igd,l• at various hydrogen concentrations in the
hydrogen/nitrogen mixture, cin, at a constant volumetrie flow rate of nitrogen gas,
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Fv,N• at constant temperature T.

The data presented are averaged from multiple measurements. Measurements at
sulphuric acid concentrations over 9 M are not reliable, since the electrode desactivates due to the products formed from the Perspex of the test celi. The mass
transport coefficient k8 was calculated according to [7] using:
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The diffusion limited current density, igd,l• as a function of the sulphuric acid
concentration in the solution, csA• at a temperature of 293 K and various hydrogen gas inlet concentration.s. The volumetrie

Nz flow rate =

5.08 cm3 s· 1•

k 5 was calculated to be 8.9·10-3 m s· 1 with a standard deviation u of 0.6·10-3 m s· 1

for 0.5, 1.5 and 3 M sulphuric acid. For 6 and 9 M sulphuric acid, k8 was calculated to be 10.3·10-3 and 8.0·10-3 m s· 1 with standard deviations of 0.7·10-3 m s· 1
and 0.5·10-3 m s·1 respectively.
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The diffusion limited current density, Îgd,l• as a function of the gas inlet concentration, cin• at a temperature of 293 K and an inert gas flow of 5.08 cm3 s· 1•
Inertgasesused are (•) Ar, (•) He,(+) Nz.

Inert gas

10

4

XDHz,j

( m2 s·l )

ks

( m s· 1 )

w-3

Nitrogen

0.74

7.33 x

Argon

0.80

6.94 x 10·3

Helium

1.40

11.68 x

Table 3.1.

w-3

Interdiffusion coefficients from literature for hydrogen in various inert gases,
calculated overall mass transport coefficients for T ""' 293 K.
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Figure 3.3 shows the influence of the hydrogen concentration in the inlet gas, cin, on
at a constant volumetrie flow rate of inert gas for N 2 , Ar and He as inert gases.
The calculated mass transport coefficients are tabulated in Table 3.1.
igd,l

Figure 3.4 shows the influence of the temperature on the diffusion-limited current
density, igd,l• at a constant hydrogen production current and at a constant nitrogen
gas mass flow rate. As the temperature increases from 293 to 353 K, c10 decreases
and Fv,in increases. Figure 3.4 shows measurements for gas saturated with water
vapour at 293 K, as well as for gas saturated with water vapour at the operating
temperature of the cell.
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Figure 3.4.

IK

Measured diffusion limited current densities, Îgd,l• as a function of !he cell
operating temperature at a nitrogen gas flow rate of 5.08 cm3 s· 1 at 293 K and at
a bydrogen production current lhp of 0.5 A. Tbe gas fed to !he cell was saturated
witb water at 293 K (•) or· saturated witb water at !he cell operating temperature

(+).

Figure 3.5 shows the influence of the gas pressure as well as the solution pressure
on the diffusion-limited current density, igd,I• at a constant T, /hp and nitrogen gas
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mass flow rate. Since the gas pressure is va.ried, both
.

cin

and Fv in vary.
I
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Figure 3.5.

The diffusion limited current density, igd,l• as a function of tbe gas pressure at a
nitrogen gas flow rate of 5.08 cm3 s· 1 at 1.0 bar, a temporature of 293 K, a
hydrogen production current of 0.5 A and a liquid pressure of 1.0 (•), 1.05 (•)
and 1.1 (+)bar.

3.4

Theoretical analysis

Various models have been proposed to account for the behaviour of gas diffusion
electrodes [1-6, 8-10]. An applicable model to explain the behaviour observed
includes a porous backing acting as support, current collector and gas transport layer
combined with a reaction layer consisting of a network of drowned and gas-tilled
pores. To estimate the influence of diffusion coefficients on the overal mass
transport coefficient, a simplified model based on, for example, References 4-6
using effectiveness factors for the gas tilled macropores and the drowned micropores
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in the reaction layer is derived below. In this model, three stages of hydrogen trans-

port are combined:
1. transport of hydrogen through the gas-fitled macropores of the porous

backing.
2. transport of hydrogen gas in the gas-filled macropores of the reaction
layer where, simultaneously, dissolution of hydrogen gas in the solution
present in the micropores of the reaction layer takes place.
3. transport of dissolved gas in the solution-filled micropores of the
reaction layer, where oxidation of dissolved hydrogen on the catalyst sites
on the micropore walls occurs simultaneously.
The pore properties in the respective stages are given by their effective length,
radius and concentration per unit of geometrie electrode surface area L, r and M
(Figure 6)
In Chapter 2 [7], the overall mass transport coefficient for hydrogen, k8 , was defined

by:

(3.2)

The hydrogen flux into a single pore of the porous backing, where no reaction
occurs, can be approximated by:
(3.3)
where c 1,2 is the concentration at the interface of the porous backing and the
reaction layer. This concentration is a1so the concentration of hydrogen at the mouth
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of the macropores of the reaction layer. In this approximation, the influence of water
vapour and pressure effects are neglected. The current density for the hydrogen
oxidation expressing the rate of hydrogen transport into the porous backing becomes:

®

Figure 3.6.

Q)

Schematic illustration of a gas diffusion electrode. (1) porous backing, (2)
reaction Iayer, (3) solution, (4) gas, (5) macropore, (6) micropore.

The flux of hydrogen into the mouth of a gas-filled macropore of the reaction layer
can be approximated by (e.g. [14]):

(3.5)

where tP 2 is the Thiele modulus for the cylindrical macropores of the reaction layer,
defined as:
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(3.6)
The current density equivalent to the flux into these pores is:

(3.7)

A combination of Equations 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.7 gives an expression for the
overall mass transport coefficient k8 :

(3.8)

To evaluate the transport rate constant for hydrogen transport into the micropores of
the reaction layer, k 2, as a function of the rate constant of reaction on the surface of
the catalyst, k3 , the hydrogen concentration in the gas phase of the macropore is
assumed to be in equilibrium with the hydrogen concentration in the solution of the
micropore at the gas-liquid interface:

(3.9)

Assuming that radial diffusion is not rate-determining, c2,3 ,0 can be set equal to c2 •
The reaction at the surface of the micropore is assumed to be first order with respect
to the hydrogen concentration in the solution, c3 • Again, radial diffusion is assumed
not to be rate-determining. The reaction rate constant, k3 , is a function of the
catalyst surface concentration and the potential applied. The surface rate of reaction
at the surface of the micropore is defined as:
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(3.10)

For a single eylindrical mieropore, the flux into this pore can be caleulated to be:

(3.11)

where 4>3 is the Thiele modulus for a eylindrical mieropere in the reaetion layer,
defined as:

(3.12)

The mieropere density on the rnaeropere surface can be estimated using:

(3.13)

Combining Equations 3.9, 3.11 and 3.13, the rate constant for transport of hydrogen
gas into the maeropores wall of the reaetion layer becomes:

(3.14)
Equations 3.6, 3.8, 3.12 and 3.14 can be used to evaluate the dependenee of k5 on

DiJ and D 1•
If S1 M1 I L 1
to be:

> > S2 M 2 I Lz,

there is no dependenee on 4> 2 • Then k8 can be shown

(3.15)

This implies that the mass transport of hydrogen is completely determined by the
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porous backing; the rate of hydrogen transport becomes independent of the process
occurring in the reaction layer. This result is consistent with the result derived by
Kimbie et al. for limiting gas diffusion through a membrane [11-13].
For the cases where S1 M1 I L 1 < < S2 M2 I Lz, the expression for k5 becomes
dependent on cbz. If diffusion of gas through the macropores in the reaction layer is
the faster proces ( 4>2
can be described by:

< 0.2 ), tanh(<b:z) becomes approximately equal to 4>2 and

k5

(3.16)

In this case, k8 becomes independent of the diffusion coefficient in the gas phase,
DiJ· This result is consistent with the expressions for the diffusion limited current
density as derived by Stonehart et al. [15] and Cutlip [4].

If diffusion of gas through the macropores in the reaction layer is the slowest proces

( cbz >

2.7 ), tanh(<b:z) becomes approximately equal to 1 and k8 can be described

by:

(3.17)

This result is analogous to the one found for catalytic surface reactions in porous
catalyst particles (e.g. [14]) and is consistent with the expression derived by Cutlip
[4].

Expressions for k2 depending on the value of 4>:3 can be derived for strong diffusion
1,
resistance in the micropores of the reaction layer ( 4>3 > 2.7, tanh(</>3)
Equation 3.18 ) and for a slow surface reaction ( 4> 3 < 0.2, tanh(</>3) • 4> 3 ,

=

Equation 3.19 ). It was found that k2 is, respectively:
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(3.18)

and

(3.19)

So, depending on the value of 4>3 , the dependenee of k8 on D 1n with a value of n
between 0 and 0.5 will be observed.

3.5

Discussion

As can be seen from Figure 3.2, there is very little influence of the sulphuric acid
concentration on the diffusion-limited current density for hydrogen oxidation in the
GDE. The diffusion coefficient for dissolved hydrogen, D 1, decreases from approximate1y 0.35x10"9 m2 s·1 to 0.20x10"9 m2 s· 1 when csA increases from 0.5 to 9 kmol
m·3 [16]. The so1ubility of hydrogen in sulphuric acid, as quantified by the Bunsencoefficient rx, also decreases with a factor of approximately 2.5 for the same
increase in csA [17]. This means that H decreases a factor 2.5 with increase in csA
from 0.5 to 9 kmo1 m·3• These changes should result in a large decrease in the
diffusion limited current density if mass transport of hydrogen in the liquid layer
influences the overall proces. We can therefore rule out this proces as being rate
determining.

Table 3.1 shows the influence of the inert gas on the overall mass transport coefficient k5 and the interdiffusion coefficients for hydrogen in various inert gases [18].
As can be seen from Table 3 .l., the mass transport coefficient is not proportiona1 to
DiJ or Di,jo.s but almost proportional to Di,j0 •8• The value of 0.8 was obtained by

least squares approximation from k8 = ks,o
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of H 2 through the pores of the porous backing of the electrode combined with
diffusion in the gas phase of the macropores of the reaction layer of the GDE
deterrnines the limiting current of hydrogen oxidation. The diffusion of hydrogen gas
in both layers contributes to the overall diffusion resistance. Since only a small
influence of H was observed, it is concluded that the major resistance for hydrogen
transport is located in the porous backing.

The dependenee of the ditfusion limited current density, igd,l• on the operating
temperature of the cell, T, is shown in Fig. 3.4 for both experiments with gas
saturated with water vapour at 293 K as well as for those with gas saturated with
water vapour at the cell operating temperature. The difference in igd,l is caused by a
difference in water vapour content of the inlet gas; in particular at temperatures over
approximately 330 K. If the gas inside the pores of the gas diffusion electrode were
in equilibrium with the solution inside those pores, the gas inside the pores would
have approximately the same composition for both types of measurement resulting in
the same diffusion-limited current density. However, a large difference was found. It
is therefore concluded that the gas inside the pores is not in equilibrium with the
solution at higher temperatures.

From the data plotted in Figure 3.4, k5 values have been calculated using Equation
3.1, where Vm, cin and Fv,in were corrected for temperature increase using the ideal
gas law. The data from the experiments with gas saturated with water vapour at the
cell operating temperature were also corrected for the influence of water vapour on
the composition of the gas using partial vapour pressure data from [19]. The water
vapour correction at· 293 K was neglected. These corrected k5 values are shown in
Figure 3. 7. From this tigure it follows that the interdiffusion coefficient for hydrogen, DiJ• does not solely determine the behaviour of k5 at elevated temperatures
since DiJ increases continuous1y with increasing temperature [18] and with increasing water vapour content of the gas [20]. "", however, decreases at temperatures
over approximately 325 K. Since a maximum is observed at practically the same
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temperature for gas saturated with water at 293 K, as well as for gas saturated with
water at the ce11 operating temperature, the decrease can not be caused by the
evaporation of water inside the pores of the gas diffusion electrode [7]. Possibly, the
decrease in k8 at temperatures higher than 325 K is caused by changes in the wetting
behaviour of the gas diffusion electrode. Due to lowering of the surface tension of
the solution, the electrode becomes more flooded since larger pores can be wetted.
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Figure 3.7.

The overall mass transport coefticient k,. calculated from the data in Figure S as a
function of the cell operating temperature T. Tbe gas fed to the cell was saturated
with water at 293 K (•) or saturated with water at the cell operating temperature
(+).

Ftom Figure 3.5, it follows that there is a steep increase in diffusion limited current
density with increasing gas pressure. This increase cannot be explained from an
increase in the hydrogen concentradon of the gas feed to the cell. An increase of
approximately 7 % in igd,l is predicted using the ideal gas law if the gas pressure is
increased from 1.0 to 1.1 bar, however, the measured increase in igd,l amounts to
approximately 44 %. The experimental increase can be explained by a reduction of
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solution blockage of narrow pores of the electrode at increasing gas pressure,
resulting in a higher utilization of the electrode [10]. The pressure difference
between the gas side pressure and the liquid side pressure has to be maintained
within certain limits to obtain a good utilization of the GDE as may be deduced from
Figure 3.5.
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Hydrogen oxidation kinetics

4.1

Introduetion

Despite the importance of the oxidation reaction of hydrogen on platinum in
acidic solution, for example in fuel cells, it has been investigated less than the
hydrogen evolution process. Short reviews on hydrogen oxidation have been
publisbed by e.g. Vetter [1], Breiter [2] and Appleby et al. [3]. The results
obtained with rotating disk experiments depend strongly on how the platinum
electrode

is activated

[4]. Harrison 'and Khan [5] showed the presence of

diffusion control even at very high angular veloeities for an active platinum
electrode. In the overpotential region where platinum is covered with oxygen or
an oxide layer, the hydrogen oxidation limiting current is much lower than its
limiting diffusion current [6]. Rotation rate independent limiting currents have
also been obtained for inactive platinum in the low overpotential range, viz. 11 <
0.1 V [7]. In this case, the overpotential-current

density relation is explained

using the Vo1mer-Heyrowsky mechanism where adsorption of molecular hydrogen is the rate deterrnining step [1]. Results for platinum and platinized platinum
obtained by Volmer and Wiek [8] and bf Roiter and Polojan [9] have been
described with relations for the Volmer-Tafel mechanism [1]. This mechanism is
also used by Vogel et. al [10] and Stonehart and Ross [11] for hydrogen oxidation at platinum catalyzed gas diffusion electrodes in concentraled phosphoric
acid at high temperatures.

In this chapter, experimental potential-current density curves for both active and
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inactive gas diffusion electrodes (GOEs) are presented

for various hydrogen

concentrations in the feed gas of the GDE. Experiments were carried out in
diluted sulphuric acid at low temperatures.

To establish the mechanism of

hydrogen oxidation, theoretica! relations for various mechanisms with various
rate-determining steps are compared with the experimental results.

4.2

ExperimentaJ details

The experimental cell is shown in Figure 2.1 and is described in detail elsewhere
[12]. The cell was fitted with Fuel Cell Grade Electrodes on Toray Paper
containing 0.50 mg cm·2 Pt, manufactured by E-TEK, USA. A geometrie surface
area of 20 x 20 mm2 of the electrode was exposed to gas and solution.

The solution used was 0.5 M H2S04 prepared

from 95-97% sulphuric acid

(Merck) and deionized water. The solution was recirculated through the solution
oompartment of the test cell at a rate of 5 cm3s· 1• A heat exchanger near the
solution inlet of the test cell was used to keep the solution as well as the test cell
at a constant temperature of 298 K.

The test cell was fitted with a platinum counter electrode. A saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) was connected to the Luggin capillary and served as reference
electrode.

For measurements

with low hydrogen concentrations, hydrogen was generated

from a 4 M KOH solution in an electrochemical H-cell fitted with a Nafion ionexchange membrane. The hydrogen generated was added to a nitrogen stream.
The gas mixture was fed to the inlet of the gas compartment of the test cell. The
nitrogen stream was kept at a constant volumetrie flow rate of 5.08 cm3s· 1•
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For measurements with pure hydrogen, hydrogen was passed to the experimental
cell at a volumetrie flow rate of 5.08 cm3s· 1 from a gas cylinder.
To activate new electrodes, an anodic current of 2.5 kA m"2 was applied to the
test cell while nitrogen was passed through the gas compartment. This current
was maintained during 30 minutes to oxidize pollutants from the electrocatalytic
surface. Afterwards, the potential of the working electrode was set to a potentlal
of approximately -0.2 V vs SCE to reduce the platinum oxides. Hydrogen was
added to the nitrogen stream. The diffusion limited current was determined to
gain an insight into the acdvity of the gas diffusion electrode.

Voltammograms
Interface

were recorded

using a Solartron

(ECI) controlled by a microcomputer.

scanned by steps of I mV at a rate of 5 mV

s· 1•

1286 Electro

The potendal

Chemical

ranges were

Potendals used in this work are

referred to the equilibrium potential of the working electrode, Er.

The Ohmic potentlal drop between the working electrode and the tip of the
Luggin capillary was calculated from the electrochemical

impedance spectra.

These spectra were recorded using the ECI combined with a Solartron 1250
Frequency

Response

Analyzer. Electrode

overpotendals

were corrected

for

Ohmic potentlal drop.

4.3

Theory

The most extensively investigated electrode reacdon is probably the hydrogen
evolution reacdon. The hydrogen dissalution reacdon bas been studied much less
[1].

This discussion assumes an acidic solution. In this medium the overall reaction
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equation for hydrogen oxidation is:

(4.1)

Generally, the following mechanisms are proposed for this reaction:

The Volmer -Tafel mechanism:

H2 _.. 2Had

(Tafel reaction)

(4.2)

(Volmer reaction)

(4.3)

and
Had--. H+ + e-

The Volmer - Heyrowsky mechanism:

H2 _..Had + H+ + e-

(Heyrowsky reaction)

(4.4)

(Volmer reaction)

(4.3)

and
Had--. H+ + e-

Some investigators have proposed another mechanism for the hydrogen oxidation
[13]. Their mechanism may be represented by
H 2 --. H 2 + + eH2 + --. H+ + Had

(4.6)

Had--. H+ + e-

(4.3)

(4.5)

It was shown that this mechanism is not thermodynamically feasible [14]

Relations between current density and electrode potential are presented for both
the Volmer - Tafel and the Volmer - Heyrowsky mechanism. It is assumed that
the fractional coverage of the electrode surface by adsorbed hydrogen atoms is
given by the Langmuir isotherm.
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The rate equations for reactions (4.2-4.4) are well known [1]. The current density
for the Volmer reaction, iv, is given by:

iv

=

7 k0~v () exp(av fE) - 7 kc~V cH+,s (1-(J) exp( -{ 1-av) fE)

(4.7)

The rate for the Tafel reaction is denoted by the current density iT. The electrenation current density iT is given by:

(4.8)

The current density for the Heyrowsky reaction is given by:

The mass transfer rate for the dissolved molecular hydrogen to a plane electrode
is indicated by the electronation current density id, where id is given by:

(4.10)

Since the diffusion limiting electronation current density is:

(4.11)

and moreover, since i= id, it can be deduced that:
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(4.12)

In the following sections it is assumed that no concentration polarization for H+
occurs, so that cH\b

=

cH+,s

=

cH+,r· The reversible potential at a hydrogen

pressure of 1 atm, denoted by E 0 , is used as reference potential.
In the gas diffusion electrode, hydrogen gas is transferred from the gas phase
into the liquid phase. The concentrations of hydrogen on both sides of the gasliquid interface are in equilibrium and linked by means of the Henry-coefficient

H. Since in all relations the hydrogen surface concentratien

can be made

abundant, gas phase concentrations are used. lt bas to be noted that e.g. kd or kT
are in effect the product of Hand the respective parameter.

4.3.1

VolmerTafel mechanism

The total current density for the hydrogen oxidation i = iy = iT. At the equilibrium potential Er at

CH ,r
2

and cH+,r• the anodic and cathodic currents must sum

to zero. This means that in this case, the rate of the recombination Tafel reaction is that of the dissociative Tafel reaction and the rate of the anodic Volroer
reaction is that of the cathodic Volmer reaction. Owing to these equalities, it can
be deduced that:

(4.13)
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and

ka~V 87 exp( fE7 )

(4.14)

( l-8r) cH+,r

From Equations 4.8, 4.12 and 4.13 it follows that:

i

=

( 1-8)2
( 1-87 )
1

1

+-

io,T

o2
82
r

(4.15)

( 1-8)2

id,l ( l-8r)2

(4.16)

The relation between current density i and electrode potential E is given by the
Volroer reaction.

Mter introduetion of

(4.17)

into Equation 4.7, it can be deduced from Equations 4.7 and 4.14:

i

=

(4.18)

io,v
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(4.19)

Por the hydrogen oxidation according to the Volmer-Tafel

mechanism,

the

relation between i and E or 71 may be calculated using Equations 4.15 and 4.18.

Now, two extreme cases, viz. the Tafel reaction as the rate determining step and
the Volmer reaction as the rate determining step, are discussed.

Tafel reaction as rate determining step

4.3.1.1

In this case, it is assumed that io,v

~ ex>.

Hence, the Volmer reaction may be

treated as an equilibrium. Prom Equation 4.18, it can be deduced that:

1-8
-8 = - exp( -f71)

8r

(4.20)

l-Or

In this case, the relation between i and 71 was calculated using Equations 4.15

and 4.20, f = 38.94

v- 1 being

the factor RTI !Fat 298 K and various er, id,l and

io,T·
If io,T

>-

id,l and since

e<

er for the potential range where hydrogen oxidation

takes place, from Equations 4.15 and 4.20 it was found that (id,l - i)/id,l
2f7]) and i

= exp(-

= id,l at 71 = 0.06 V.

Por io,T <!!: id,l characteristic results are shown in [1]. Por low

er,

viz.

er

S 0.1,

the limiting current density is almost reached at low overpotentials, viz. 71 S
0.050 V, and for

er = 0.9

a limiting current density was obtained at 71

V.
50
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If 'l is sufficiently high, i approaches il and

a .... 0. In

this case, from Equations

4.11, 4.14 and 4.16 it can be derived that:

(4.21)

From this result. it can be seen that i 1 is always proportional to cH2 ,n independent of diffusion or reaction being the rate cantrolling proces.

4.3.1.2

Volmer reaction as rate determining step

Now the Tafel reaction is at quasi-equilibrium, where io,T

-+ <».

Using this

assumption, it can be found that:

(4.22)

From Equations 4.13 and 4.22 it can be deduced that:

(4.23)

Since

CH ,r
2

=

cHz,b• it follows from Equations 4.10 and 4.11 that:
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id 1-i
=-'id,l

(4.24)

The relation between 71 and i was calculated using Equations 4.18, 4.23 and 4.24.
To obtain a straight line over a wide range of overpotentials, the overpotential 71

i< plotled ve'"'' In i _ In [ [

l

i~:.~i i _e"''( -f•) ]

fo• f = 38.94

v·

1

,ay

=

0.5 and for various values of io,v· Characteristic results are represented in Fig.
4.1. The reverse of the slope of a curve of Fig. 4.2 is indicated by the corrected
Tafel slope.

e,

.

s

O.ll

3

0.5
0.1

0.0 I

~~1
'-=

.!

.......I

-I

"'
.!
-3
0.0

0.2

0.1

0.3

7)/V

Figure 4.1.

Modified Tafel plot foe the Volmee-Tafel mechanism with the Volmee
eeaction as the rate determining step according to section 4.3.1.2. Model
data were geneeated using Equations 4.18, 4.23 and 4.24 using av

io,v = 0.1 A

m·2,

id,J

= 1 A m·

2
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From Fig. 4.2 it follows that the corrected Tafel plot is bent at high 8r and that
the corrected Tafel slope reaches a maximum of (avf)- 1 for 8r -+ 0.

It was found that the effect of id,l on the 7J I i relation strongly depends on the
3 id I and ar ::;; 0.9 this effect is negligible and
io ,V I id ,I ratio. For io,V ::;;
'

w-

the corrected Tafel slope is equal to (avf)- 1• Under these conditions, the corrected Tafel slope is practically equal to the Tafel slope and the 71 I i relation is
determined almost completely by the Volmer reaction; the diffusion of hydrogen
has practically no effect.
Moreover, calculations show that i at 71 = 0.250 V is smaller than 0.12 i 1 for io,v
::;; 10-3 id,l and 8r ::;; 0.9 and that i at 71 = 0.060 V is practically equal to id,l for
io,v :?! 10 id,l and 8r ::;; 0.9. In the latter case, the diffusion of hydrogen is the

rate determining step. Consequently, in the intermediale range, viz. 10 :?! io,v I
id,l :?!

w-3

and at 71 ( 0.250 V the Volmer reaction as well as the diffusion of

hydrogen determine the 71 I i relation.

4.3.2

Volmer • Heyrowskymechanism

The total current density is given by:

(4.25)

Moreover,

(4.26)

As in the case of Volmer - Tafel mechanism, the reversible potential Er is
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introduced. Similarly, it is concluded that when i = 0 at Er, the rate of the
anodic Volroer reaction equals that of the cathodic Volroer reaction and the rate
of the anodic Heyrowsky reaction

equals that of the cathodic

Heyrowsky

reaction.

Owing to these equalities it can be deduced that:

(4.27)

After introduetion of

(4.28)

into Equation 4.9, and assuming eH +,r = eH +,s it can be deduced that:

(4.29)

(4.30)

For the hydrogen oxidation according to the Volroer - Heyrowsky roechanisro the
relation between i and 71 may he calculated using Equations 4.12, 4.18, 4.25, 4.26
and 4.29. Similar relations for iH and iv are given by [1] when no concentration
polarization occurs.
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4.3.2.1

Heyrowsky reaction as the ra te determining step

er
6

O.ll
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~:;i ~-a
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.5I

~
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-:5
0.1

17

Figure 4.2.

0.2

0.3

I V

Modified Tafel plot for the Volmer-Heyrowsky mechanism with the
Heyrowsky reaction as the rate determining step according to section
4.3.2.1. Model data were generated using Equatious 4.20, 4.24, 4.29 and 4.31
using a."

Assuming

io,v -

= 0.5, io,H = 0.1 A m"2,

id,I

= 1 A m4

and various e,.vaJues.

o::o, the Volmer reaction is a reaction in quasi-equilibrium. In

this case, the relation between the fractional coverage by atomie hydrogen and
the electrode potential is given by Equation 4.20. The total current density
equals twice the current density from the Heyrowsky reaction:

(4.31)

(4.32)

Moreover,
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Using Equations 4.11, 4.12, 4.20, 4.29, 4.31 and 4.32, the relation between 71 and i
can be calculated. Calculations have been carried out for f
0.5 and certain values of io,H•

id,l

= 38,94 v-1,

aH

=

and er

To enlarge the overpotential range where linear curves are obtained, 71 is plotted

id,~

versus 1n i - 1n [

-

i - exp( -2f71 ) ]· Characteristic results are shown in

ld,l

Fig. 4.2. The slope of the curves from Fig. 4.2 depends on

er and

the reverse

slope reaches a limiting value of 51.4 mV, being (aHf)-1 at aH= 0.5 and 298 K.

Moreover,

it was found

that the slope of the corrected

independent of the io,H I id,l ratio for
io,H ~ 10 id,I and
4

er~

er

~ 0.9, and i

er --* 0, that

i ( 0.03

= id,l at 71 = 0.060 V

id,l

Tafel curve is

at 71

= 0.250 V for

for io,H ~ 10 id,l and

0.9.

4.3.2.2

Volmer reaction as rate determining step

In this case the Heyrowsky reaction is in quasi equilibrium where io,H

--*

oo. This

means that the rate of the anodic Heyrowsky reaction can be set equal to the
rate of the cathodic Heyrowsky reaction.

From Equation 4.29, it can be derived that:

()

1-(J

= CHz,s

cHz,r

()

'

(4.33)

exp( f71)
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Since i = 2iv =

(4.34)

id

the relation between the overpotendal 11 and the current density i was calculated
for f = 38.94 V" 1, a.y = 0.5 and various values of io,V• id,l and er using
Equations 4.11, 4.12, 4.18, 4.33 and 4.34.

er
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...-----.
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$;:"

.
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._____,
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0.01

0
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.!5
-8
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0.~

0.1

0.3

1/IV

Figure 4.3.

Mod.ified Tafel plot for the Volmer-Heyrowsky mechanism with the Volmer
reaetion as the rate determining step according to seetion 4.3.2.2. Model
data were generated using Equations 4.18, 4.24, 4.33 and 4.34 using av =
0.5, i 0, V

= 0.1 A m·2,

To enlarge the overpotendal

id,l = 1 A m·2 and various €1,-values.

range where linear curves are obtained,

overpotentlal 11 is plotted versus 1n i - 1n

[id,~- i

the

- exp(-2f7J)l· Characteris-

1d,I

tic results are represented

in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.3 shows that the corrected

Tafel slope is about 18 mV, being ((1 + a.y)f)" 1 for a.v = 0.5 and f= 38.94 v- 1•
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The overpotentlal where the limiting current is reached depends strongly on er.
Por the conditions from Figure 4.3, the ratio i I

id,l

at

TJ

= 0.2 V is 0.52, 0.094

and 0.0098 for er= 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1 respectively.

Moreover, it was found that

and

iI

id,l }

0.9 for io,v I

id,l ;;::

iI

id,l (

0.9 for io,v I

id,l

and for i I

4.3.3

id,l

10" 1 and 71 ;;:: 0.070 V

= w-3, TJ = 0.20 V and

= 10·5, 71 = 0.20 V and

er ) 0.1

er ) 0.01.

Effect of hydrogen concentration on the polarization behaviour at low
overpotentials

The charge transfer resistance Rct is defmed as the reverse of the slope of the
polarization curve at overpotential 71 = 0 [1]:

- [-dTj]

Rct-

di

To elucidate

(4.35)

"=o

the influences of bulk hydrogen concentration,

the current-

overpotential relations for low overpotentials are calculated for the Volmer-Tafel
and the Volmer-Heyrowsky mechanism.

Again, the proton concentradon

polarization
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assumed constant. Also, the influence of hydrogen diffusion is neglected since
the overpotentials under consideration are very low. As a reference condition,
(f_ef
r

= 0.5 is introduced.

This surface coverage is reached at

Ct:r_

·~·

7

=

cHref • From
~r

Nemst's law [1], lhe reversible potential can be calculated for a given hydrogen
concentration:

(4.36)

and

(4.37)

From Equations 4.36 and 4.37 it can be derived that:

(4.38)

For the equilibrium of the Volmer reaction under reversible and reversible
reference conditions, it can be derived from Equation 4.7 lhat:

(4.39)

and
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nl'ef
en. *
ref)
.!Tk0 *,vflr
exp(ay fE r ref) = .TAc,VCH+(1-fJr
exp( -(1-ay)fE r ref)

respectively. From Equations 4.39 and 4.40 and using

fl_ef
r

(4.40)

= 0.5, it can be

derived that:

fJ,

ref

- - = exp( f(Er
1 -fJr

(4.41)

-Er))

Using Equations 4.38 and 4.41, the magnitudes of the quantities
fJ,

(E;ef -Er)

and

are known at a reversib1e hydrogen concentratien re1ative to cHref,r •
2

The exchange current densities for the various rate expressions for the Volmer,
the Tafel and the Heyrowsky mechanism as a function of [

cHz,r]
ref

are estimated

cHz,r

as described in the next paragraphs:

The Volmer rate equation is given in Equation 4.18. For a hydrogen concentratien under reversible conditions, the Volmer exchange current density can be
determined using Equations 4.17 and 4.19:

(4.42)

and for a hydrogen concentratien

under reversible reference conditions, this

becomes:
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• ref
* N'e/
ref
lo,v
= !Fka,V flr exp( av fEr )

(4.43)

From Equations 4.38, 4.42 and 4.43 it can be derived that:

io,v =
• rej
lo,

v

!::._
Je/

f1r

[l

-av

cHz,r

-2-

(4.44)

ref

cH2,r

The Tafel rate equation from Equation 4.8 can be rewritten as:

(4.45)

where

{4.46)

at hydrogen concentration eH2• n and

(4.47)

under reference conditions. Therefore, it can be derived that:

io,T

CHz,T

(1-07)2

(4.48)

Ï;,r = C~~T 1-tf!>2
(
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0

-2

-4
4

3

-6 ~~---~---~~---~~·~·2
-6

-4

-2

In [

Figure 4.4.

0

2

CH 2 ,rjc~~r

The charge transfer resistance,

4

J

6

R"', for the Volmer-Tafel mechanism

calculated using Equations 4.18, 4.38, 4.41, 4.44, 4.45 and 4.48 as a function
of the relative hydrogen concentration,

Cu_

... az,r

I cHref
,
z,r

in a double-logar-

ithmic plot. For presentation purposes, Rct is plotted as R
= 0.5. Exchange current densities at reference conditions,

ct

1 iorevrif
. Ctv
,

;;efv and

,

;;!{.
,

~oow~~~w~~~w~~~w~~~
w~~oow~~m~~~oow~~~w~w

A m'2 respectively.

From Equation 4.29 it follows that the Heyrowsk.y rate equation at cHz,s = cHz,r

can be written as:

(4.49)
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where io,H is defmed as:

(4.50)

For reference conditions this is written as:

· ref
lo,H

*
"ref ref
fE ref
= !Tk a,H
(1-ur ) CH2,r exp( aH r )

(4.51)

Using Equations 4.50 and 4.51, it can be derived that:

CH ]1- 2

1-8r_ [ __2_•r
io,H = __
· ref
1-oref c ref
zo,H
H2 ,r
r

aH

(4.52)

From the results in Equations 4.44, 4.48 and 4.52, the influence of the hydragen
concentratien

on the exchange current densities can be estimated. Thus, for

· ref and zo,T
· ref or zo,v
· ref and z"o,reHif the polarization curves for the
selected values of zo,v
Volroer-Tafel

mechanism and the Volmer-Heyrowsky mechanism respectively
CH2,r

can be calculated as a function of - i
f • These calculations have shown that the
re
CH2,r

polarization curves are straight lines up to overpotentials of approximately 10
mV. Owing to this fact, the charge transfer resistance Ra can be calculated from
the slope of these lines at e.g. 71 = 5 mV. The results are shown in Figures 4.4
and 4.5 as double-logarithmic plots.
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The charge transfer resistance, R.", for the Volmer-Heyrowsky mechanism
calculated using Equations 4.18, 4.38, 4.41, 4.44, 4.49 and 452 as a function
of the relative hydrogen concentration, eH

2,r

ithmic plot.

1 cHref
, in
z,r

a double-logar-

:

av = aa = 05. Exchange current densities at reference

conditions, i~~ and i~~· were (1) llf and 100, {2) 1o' and 10\ {3) 1o'
~~~~~~~~~~oo~~~m~~~oo

101 and 1o', {9) 111 and 1o' A m4 respectively.

To present the results clearly, in Figure 4.4 1n [ Rct ]

is plotted against

• ref

o,vr

1

ln [

c~~r] , where i~~ is defmed

cHz,r

as

;;~fr.r

• ref • ref

'o,T . The slope of these
= • 'o,v
ref
• ref
1o,v + 1o,T

curves is a measure for the dependenee of the charge transfer resistance on a
change in the hydrogen concentration.
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Figure 4.6.

The measured current density, i, as a function of the applied overpotential,
." for a fully active electrode. Data were corrected for Ohmic potential drop.
Hydrogen gas inlet concentradons were (1} 0.25, (2} 0.50 and (3} 1.0 mol

m·'.
Figure 4.6 shows a typical set of overpotential-current density curves for several
hydrogen inlet concentrations

cin

for an active electrode. It was shown that the

current density plateau at overpotentials over approximately 0.3 V is diffusion
limited [15]. Further treatrnents of activation to obtain a higher limiting current
were unsuccesful. The diffusion limited current density, id,l• is calculated as the
mean value of the current density in the overpotential range from 0.3 to 0.5 V.

Figure 4.7 shows a typical set of overpotential-current
hydrogen inlet concentrations

density curves for several

for an inactive electrode. The current density

plateau is considered to be a result of both reaction limitation and diffusion
limitation. Since measurements

in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 were performed
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with the same electrode, the diffusion lirnited current density

id,l

will be indepen-

dent of the activity of the electrode.
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Figure 4.7.

I V

The measured current density, i, as a function of the applied overpotential,
'I for an inactive electrode. Data were corrected for Ohmic potential drop.

Hydrogen gas inlet concentrations were (1) 0.25 and (2) 1.0 mol m·3•

Charge transfer resistances have been calculated from the measurements at low
overpotentials. Figure 4.8 shows the charge transfer resistance, Rcr, as a function
of the gas phase hydragen inlet concentration,

cin,

for the fully active electrode

from the data from Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.9 shows the charge transfer resistance, Rct, as a function of the gas
phase hydragen inlet concentration,

cin, for the partially active electrode from

the data from Figure 4.7.
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The charge transfer resistance,

0.0

Ra, calculated from measurements for an

active electrode, as a function of the hydrogen gas inlet concentration, Cin'
in a double-logarithmic plot.
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Figure 4.9.

-1.0

-o.5

The charge transfer resistance, Rct• calculated from measurements for an
inactive electrode, as a function of the hydrogen gas inlet concentration,
cin, in a double-logarithmic plot.
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Charge transfer resistances have been calculated from the overpotential-current
density ratio at an overpotential

of 5 mV, which is in a region where the

polarization curve is linear for all measurements.
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Figure 4.10.

I V

The measured (0) and calculated (·) current density, i, as a function of the
applied overpotential, '1/ for an active electrode with pure hydragen gas at
the gas side of the electrode (hydrogen concentratien approximately 45 mol
m~. Measured data were corrected for Ohmic potentlal drop.

Figure 4.10 shows a typical overpotential-current

density curve for pure hydrogen

for an active electrode. Current densities up to 25 kA m·2 were registered, but
no limited current densities were obtained for pure hydrogen. The charge
transfer resistance, Rct' for the curve from Figure 4.10 was calculated to be
3.5xlo·5 0 m 2 •
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Discussion

4.5.1

Hydrogen oxidation mechanism at low hydrogen concentrations

Figure 4.11 shows the corrected Tafel plot for the active electrode, based on the
data from Figure 4.6 in the Volmer-Heyrowsky representation

according to

Section 4.3.2.1.
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Figure 4.11.

0.10

V

Modilied Tafel plot according to Secdon 4.3.2.1 for the data from Figure
4.7. The hydrogen gas inlet concentration, cin•"' (1) 0.25, (2) 0.50, (3) 1.0

The data were corrected for the decrease in the hydrogen concentration in the
gas compactment of the experimental cell due to the increase in current density.
Por this representation,

a fairly straight line up to approximately 0.5

id,l

is

obtained.
The corrected Tafel slope for these straight parts of the curves is calculated to
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be approximately 36 mV, equivalent to (aH f)" 1 or (l+a

vr 1, depending

on the

rate determining step. This indicates that only the Heyrowsky reaction is a
possible rate determining step since the aH calculated is approximately 0.71. If
the Volmer reaction was rate determining, the Volmer charge transfer coefficient would be negative. The calculated aH is fairly high, which makes this
mechanism unlikely.

The slope of the In

(Rcr) - In [ c;;]

curve is practically independent of the

cHz,r

ref
1• ref.r1 o,H

o,v

ratio for · refr ref > 0 01

'o.v'' o,H

·

·

In practice, the Heyrowsky reaction can be considered the rate determining step

ifthe

;t,ftli ;,~ islarger than approximately

10. From the slope ofthe

In(Rcr) - In(cin)

at cin = 0.5 mol m·3 , viz. -0.7, and from the slope of the theoretical curve at
• ref"· ref > 10 it follows that at
'o,v
l O,H

C·
m

= 0 ·5 mol m·3

eH

1 cHref,r is about 0.03 cor-

2 ,r

2

responding to a 8r of approximately 0.15. From this result it follows that use of
the slope of the plot according to section 4.3.2.1 in Figure 4.11 to calculate aH is
valid according to Figure 4.3.

The limiting current density for the GDE depends strongly on its activity, viz.
1000 A m·2 for the electrode in an active condition and 120 A m·2 for the same
electrode in an inactive condition. If the high limiting current density is determined by diffusion of hydrogen, then the small limiting current bas to be

determined by a chemica} reetion and not by an electrochemical reaction. This
means that the Heyrowsky reaction can be excluded as the rate determinig step.
In conclusion, the Volmer-Heyrowsky mechanism has to be rejected.
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Figure 4.12 shows a representation of the data from Figure 4.6 for the VolmerTafel mechanism with the Tafel reaction as the rate determining step and
diffusion as the overall rate determining mechanism according to Section 4.3.1.1.
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Figure 4.12.

I

0.10

V

Modified Tafel plot accord.ing to Section 4.3.1.1 for the data from F"JgUre
4.7. The hydrogen gas inlet concentration, cin,= (1) 0.25, (2) 0.50, (3) 1.0
molm"3•

From Figure 4.12 it follows that the Tafel slope depends on the hydrogen
concentration. The Tafel slopes found were 108, 90 and 61 mV for cin

= 1.0, 0.5

and 0.25 mol m·3 respectively. The slope would be 13 mV being -l/2f if hydrogen diffusion were rate determining. The effect of cin on the Tafel slope can be
explained using the Volmer-Tafel mechanism. The result rules out diffusion as
the sole rate determining proces.
Figure 4.13 shows a representation of the data for the active electrode based on
Figure 4.6 for the Volmer-Tafel mechanism with the Volmer reaction as the rate
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detennining step according to section 4.3.1.2.
As can be seen from this plot, a practically straight line is obtained for 71 < 0.1 V
corresponding

to current densities up to approximately 0.5 id,J· The average

corrected Tafel slope from these lines is calculated to be approximately 74 mV
being (ay f)"l, corresponding to a Volmer charge transfer coefficient ay of 0.34,
which is consistent with [1] where an ay of 0.3 is reported for the oxidation of
hydrogen on platinized platinum. From the data from Figure 4.7 for the inactive
electrode a value of ay of 0.4 was calculated using the representation

from

section 4.3.1.2.
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Figure 4.13.

Modilied Tafel plot according to Section 4.3.1.2 for the data from Figure
4.7. The hydrogen gas inlet concentration, cin•"' (1) 0.25, (2) 0.50, (3) 1.0

Analogously to the discussion on the Volmer-Heyrowsky mechanism, the Volmer
reaction can be excluded as the sole rate determining step for the inactive
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electrode when the Volmer-Tafel machanism is considered. The limiting current
for the active electrode can be deterrnined by either the Tafel reaction or the
diffusion of molecular hydrogen or by both.

The slope of Figure 4.8, viz. -0.7 at cin

= 0.5

mol m·3, is compared with the

theoretica! slopes of the curves from Figure 4.4. This result again rules out the
Volrner reaction as the sole rate-deterrnining

step. From Figure 4.4 it can be

seen that a slope of -0.7 is never reached for this situation. From Figure 4.4 it
follows that the slope depends strongly on the i ref 1 i ref ratio. In practice, a
O,V

O,T

slope of -0.7 was found for i ref 1 i ref ratios higher than about 1. If the Tafel
O,V

O,T

reaction is the only rate deterrnining step, then lo,v
· ref 1 lo,T
· ref > 100 and cH ,r 1 cHref,r
2
2
at a slope of -0.7 is about 0.36. From Equations 4.38 and 4.41 it can be calculated that (Jr = 0.38 for this eH 1 cHref ratio at c,·n = 0.5 mol m·3 •
2•r
2•r

From Equation 4.8 it follows that the kinetic lirniting current density for the
Tafel reaction

'
is given by 2 nTcH2,r·
Since the Tj-i relation

.,., < 10 mV, it can be deduced that Rct

=

1
io,Tf

is linear at

1

this relation and Rct = 1.15x104 0 m 2 at cin = 0.5 mol m"3 it was calculated
that

k;

= 6xl0"3 m s· 1• The kinetic lirniting current density for the Tafel reaction

is 580 A m· 2• This current density is approximately half the lirniting current
density found for the active electrode. Based on the theory for current distribution in porous electrodes, it is likely that the electrode surface on which the
oxidation of hydrogen takes place decreases with increasing polarization

and

current density. Consequently, the kinetic limiting current density for the Tafel
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reaction is too small. To calculate

k;. it was supposed that the Tafel reaction is

the rate determining step for the Volroer-Tafel mechanism. It can be concluded
that this assumption is not completely correct and Rct is deterrnined by both the
Volroer and the Tafel reaction. This conclusion is supported by the overpotentials where the limiting current is reached for the active as well as the inactive
electrode. These values are much higher than those based on the assumption
that the Tafel reaction is the sole rate determining step. It is likely that the Tafel
and Volroer exchange current densities are in the same order of magnitude. For
this case, model calculations using Equations 4.15 and 4.18 with various values
for er, ay, various values for io,v and ratios io,v I io,T < 2 have shown that it
is possible to determine an acceptable value for av from the corrected Tafel
slope according to section 4.3.1.2.However, ifthe Tafel exchange current density io,r
is smaller than the Volroer exchange current density io,v by a factor 10, rendering the Tafel reaction as rate deterrnining, the corrected Tafel slope reaches
values over 100 mV, corresponding to av values less than 0.25.

The influence of the diffusion of molecular hydrogen is only of importance at
high overpotentials. The limiting current density for hydrogen oxidation on an
active electrode is deterrnined dorninantly by pore diffusion processes [15J.

4.5.2. Hydrogen oxidation mechanism at high hydrogen concentration

The discussion on the hydrogen oxidation mechanism in the previous section was
based on results from measurements at low hydrogen concentrations, ranging
from 0.25 to 1 mol m·3• Pure hydrogen bas a hydrogen concentratien of approxirnately 45 mol m·3 at room temperature. To estimate the dependenee of the rate
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determining step on the hydrogen concentration, Equations 4.38, 4.41, 4.44 and
4.48 can be used. From Equations 4.38 and 4.41 it can be seen that:

8r

(4.53)

T:or

If two hydrogen concentrations, 1 and 2, are considered, then from Equation 4.48

it can be derived that:

io,T,t
io,T,2

[ ~]2

(4.54)

1-8r, 2

and from Equation 4.48 it can be seen that:

io,v,t

(4.55)

io,v,2

From Section 4.5.1 it was concluded that the reversible surface coverage by
atomie hydrogen was low for the low hydrogen concentrations used. The slope of
the ln Rct - 1n cH:z,r plot from Figure 4.8 was determined to be -0.7 at cH:z,r
3

CH:z,r

=

•

0.5 mol m· . From Figure 4.4, for ay = 0.5 and io,v = io,T the -;;,{ - rauo at a
CH2,r

slope of -0.7 was determined to be approximately 0.05, which is equivalent to a
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reversible surface coverage 8r

= 0.18. Using

Equation 4.53, it can be calculated

that 8r for pure hydrogen ( 45 mol m·3 ) is 0.67. The ratio

~O,T,l

from Equation

1o,T,2

4.54 then is calculated to be 0.069 and the ratio

io,V,l becomes 0.82. From
io,v,2

these results and going from a hydrogen concentration of 0.5 mol m·3 to pure
hydrogen, an increase in io,T of a factor 15 can be expected, wheras io,v only
increases by some 20 %. Since it was concluded that the reaction rate was
determined by both the Volroer and the Tafel reaction rate for low hydrogen
concentrations, it is likely that for pure hydrogen the reaction is almost completely determined by the Volroer reaction rate.

It is estimated from the mass transfer coefficient k 5 that the diffusion limited
current density is in the order Óf 8x104 A m·2• Measurements have been performed up to approximately 4xlol A m·2 , being approximately 5% of the
maximum current density. Therefore,

er

a can

be considered constant and equal to

and neither the diffusion limited current density nor the Tafel exchange

current density have to be taken into account for the description of the polarization behaviour of the electrode with pure hydrogen. The equation for polarization behaviour, Equation 4.18, then reduces to:

.

1

=

. I avf'l
-(1-av)f'l)
lo,v\e
- e

(4.56)

From experimental data, it was found that the polarization behaviour can be
described with io,v

= 800 A m·2 and

cxv = 0.5 (Figure 4.10).
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4.6

Condusion

The mechanism by which hydrogen is oxidized in the gas diffusion electrode is
the Volmer-Tafel mechanism with both the Volmer and the Tafel reaction
determining the oxidation process rate at low hydrogen concentrations. This is
valid for both active and inactive electrodes. The influence of diffusion is only of
importance in the high overpotential

region. The hydrogen diffusion process

becomes rate controlling in the high overpotentlal

region and the limiting

current density for the hydrogen oxidation at an active electrode is deterrnined
by diffusion of hydrogen gas in the pores of the gas diffusion electrode [15]. For
high hydrogen concentrations, e.g. pure hydrogen, no limiting current densities
are obtained and the oxidation process is govemed by the Volmer reaction rate
only.
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Chopter 5.

Deactivation of electrades under potentiostatic conditions.

5.1

Introduetion

Platinum is considered as a general purpose catalyst, both for chemical and
electrochemical reactions. The rate constant of a wide variety of reactions is
enhanced in the presence of platinum catalyst. This capability sometimes is
disadvantageous since on occasion undesired reactions also take place on the
platinum surface resulting in a deactivation of the platinum as a catalyst for the
desired reaction. Carbon monoxide poisoning of fuel cell anodes or sulphur
poisoning of catalytic car exhaust converters are amongst these deactivation
reactions. Jncreasing the temperature

is a possible solution for this problem.

Phosphoric acid fuel cells, operating at approximately 200

oe,

are much more

tolerant towards anode poisoning by CO than alkaline fuel cells operating at
temperatures below 80

oe

[l].

The deactivation of platinum electrades for hydrogen oxidation can have many
causes. Amongst these causes are adsorbed layer formation, electrosorption of
reaction products or intermediales and oxidation of the platinum surface itself
(e.g. [2]). The result is the same; the apparent activity of the platinum towards
hydrogen oxidation decreases.

The formation of adatoms by underpotential deposition of metal ions (e.g. Sn,
Pb and Cd) was studied by many authors. General reviews were presented [3,4].
The adatom-formation

is used to enhance the catalytic properties
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oxidation of organic molecules like methanol, ethanol or ethylene glycol. The
deposited adatoms however can render the platinum surface inactive for hydragen oxidation. Amongst these metals are Ag, Pb, Cd, Cu and Sn [5-8]. The
application of electrolyte solutions containing these metal ions in e.g. electroplating can disturb the functionality of a platinum catalyzed electrode.

Electrosorption, being the displacement of solvent molecules in the double layer
region by electrasarbed molecules, can also alter the surface properties of an
electrode. Neutral organic molecules like phenol, ethylene, ethane or methanol
can block the surface to a great extent in very low concentrations
Dissociative electrosorption

[1].

of methanol on platinum was studied extensively

(e.g. [9-14]). The mechanism is described as a multi-step electrode reaction with
a strongly adsorbed reaction intermediate. The intermediate is responsible for
blocking the electrode surface. Current - time behaviour of this type of mechanism is discussed in [9,15].

Since the aim of this work is to evaluate the behaviour of platinum catalyzed gas
diffusion electrades

for practical applications,

e.g. electroplating,

electrolyte

solutions and gases were not extremely purified. lt was found that under these
circumstances, the apparent activity of the platinum catalyst was not constant. In
this chapter, an attempt is made to elucidate the deactivation process of platinurn under potenticstatie conditions. The deactivating substance has not been
identified.

5.2

Experimental

5.2.1

Experimental, platinum rotating disk electrode

The experimental set-up for rotating disk experiments is shown in Figure 5.1.
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The experimental cell was divided into two compartments separated by a glass
frit. The rotating disk was placed in the working electrode campartment and the
platinum counter-electrode (with a surface area of 3 cm2) in the other compartment. A mercury sulphate reference electrode in a Luggin capillary assembly was
used as the reference electrode.

7

Figure 5.1.

Schematic illustration of the experimental set-up. (1) thermostatted water
reclrculation, (2) gas inlet, (3) gas outlet, (4) reference electrode compactment, (5) counter electrode compartment, (6) disk electrode, (7) stirring
motor.

The two compartments were tilled with a 0.5 M H2S04 (pro analyse or technical
grade) salution. Solutions were made with distilled water deionized with a
Millipore-assembly. The temperature of the salution was kept constant by means
of circulating water from a water bath. Hydragen gas was bubbled through the
salution in the working electrode compartment. During the measurements, the
hydragen gas was led over this salution to prevent the disturbance

of the

measurement by the presence of gas bubbles in the solution. The gas outlet was
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fitted with a bubble counter.
The rotating disk electrode used was a smooth platinum disk (Ae = 0.282 cm2),
mounted in a Kel-F cylinder and rotated by Motomatic E-550-M adjustable
stirring motor. The disk was polisbed with an alumina suspension in water. The
diameter of the alumina particles was 0.3 l'm. Mter polishing, the disk was
carefully rinsed with distilled water. Mter introduetion in the working electrode
compartrnent, the electrode was pretreated electrochemically to remove impurities. Pretteatment

consisted of continuous sweeps from just below the equi-

librium potential of the H2/H+ electrode, Ee• to a more positive potential just
over oxygen evolution (approximately 1.8 V higher) with a scanning rate of 1 V
s·l.

Voltammograms and current transients were recorded using an Autolab system
(ECO Chemie) controlled by a micro-computer. Voltammograms were recorded
by scanning the potential over a 0.4 V range between the equilibrium potential,

Ee, and a more positive potential Et
V

s· 1•

5.2.2

= Ee +

0.4 V, with a scanning rate of 0.01

Current-time curves were recorded at a fixed potential of +0.2 V vs Ee.

Experimental, gas diffusion electrades

Experiments

were performed

with the experimental

set-up as described in

Chapter 2. A Mercury Sulphate Electrode (MSE) was used as reference electrode.

The solution used was 0.5 M H2S04 prepared

from 95-97% Sulphuric Acid

(Merck) and deionized water. The solution was recirculated through the liquid
compartment of the test cell at a rate of 5 cm3 s· 1• The solution was kept at a
constant temperature of 298 K. The gas used was pure hydrogen from a cylinder.
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The gas was supplied to the gas campartment of the test cell at a constant rate
of 5.08 cm3 s· 1•

A constant potenrial difference between the tip of the Luggin capillary and the
gas diffusion (working) electrode was maintained using a Bank Elektronik HP 72
high power potentiostat. The currents were recorded using an x-t recorder (Kipp
& Zonen BD40).

The potenrial drop between the tip of the Luggin capillary and the working
electrode was deterrnined with current-interrupt measurements using a Tektronix
digital storage oscilloscope and a mercury wetted relay disconnecting the counter
electrode.
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Tbe current density, i, as a function of the overpotentiaJ. 'I at a temperature of 293 K. The electrolyte, 0.5 M H 2S04 was saturated with H 2 gas at
atmospheric pressure. Rotation frequenties in the figure are given in
rotations per second (rps).
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Por reference, the Ohmic resistance between the tip of the Luggin capillary and
the working electrode at the reversible potential was also determined by impedance spectroscopy using a Solartton

1286 Electro

Chemical

Interface

in

combination with a Solartton 1250 Frequency Response Analyzer, both controlled by a microcomputer.

5.3

Results

5.3.1

Experimental results obtained with a platinum rotating disk electrode
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The diffusion limited current density for the rotating disk electrode, idJ• as a
lunetion of the square root of the rotating frequency of the electrode, v'w.
Results obtai.ned from Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 shows typical overpotential - current density curves for an active
platinum rotating disk electrode at several rotation frequencies. Due to the low
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current, Ohmic potential drops were small and corrections were not taken into
account.

As can be seen from Figure 5.2, current density plateaus are reached at overpotentials of approximately 0.1 V. This result indicates that the overpotentialcurrent density relation is totally controlled by the diffusion of dissolved hydrogen to the rotating disk surface, as is generally accepted in literature (e.g. [16]).
For this case, the diffusion limited current density is equivalent to the square
2

root ofthe rotation frequency ofthe electrode, .

ld I
,

1

1

-6 [ w ] ï
IJl
2•
211"

_
er
D3
- 0 •62 n .r eH b H
2•

[17]. Note the division of w by 211" because Levich uses the angular velocity
instead of rotation frequency.

A plot of
that the

id,l

id,l

1

versus

Vw

Vw is shown

in Figure 5.3. It can be seen from this figure

curve is Iinear up to w

= 25 rps

and a smal! and increasing

deviation from the linear curve is observed at w > 25 rps.

From this, it follows that for an active platinum electrode the reaction rate is
completely diffusion controlled up to w

= 25

rps and is practically completely

diffusion controlled even up to very high rotation frequencies.

Figure 5.4 shows a current density - time curve, indicated by the solid line, for an
initially active electrode in hydrogen-saturated

technica! grade sulphuric acid

solution at an overpotential of 0.2 V and a rotation frequency of 80 rps. At
intervals of approximately 4 minutes the rotation frequency was switched from 80
to 40, 20 and 10 rps as indicated in Figure 5.5 to elucidate the measurement
procedure. In this way, the current was obtained for various rotation frequencies
at the same degree of surface deactivation. It can be seen from Figure 5.4 that
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the influence of the surface deactivation on the current density for the hydrogen
oxidation process increases as the rotation frequency increases. This phenomenon is very clear in the beginning of the experiment, where the decrease is
very large for e.g. 80 rps, whereas for 10 rps hardly any change is observed up to
approximately 500 s.
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Figure 5.4.
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3000

s

The current density, î, as a function of time at an overpotentlal of 0.2 V and
a rotating frequency of 80 rps in H 2-saturated 0.5 M technica! grade

H~o.

at a temperature of 293 K (-). Dashed lines conneet the measured
current densities at 40, 20 and 10 rps respectively according to F"lglll'e 5.5.

Figure 5.6 shows a typical set of current density - time curves for an initially
active electrode at a fixed overpotenrial of 0.2 V for several rotation frequencies.
It can be seen from Figure 5.6 that the deactivation of the electrode depends on
the rotation frequency of the electrode. The rate of the decrease in current
density increases on increasing rotation

frequency. The experiments

were

performed with a pro analyse sulphuric acid solution, which is different from the
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solution used for the experiments from Figure 5.4. Apparently, the surface
deactivating species concentration was higher for the experiment from Figure 5.6
since the deactivation process occurs at a higher rate. It can also be seen from a
comparison of Figures 5.4 and 5.6 that the velocity of the surface deactivation
process itself depends on the rotation frequency of the electrode since the curves
interseet in Figure 5.6 whereas they do not in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.5.
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The electrode rotating frequency, w, and the measured current density, i, as
a function of time for a part of the curves from Figure 5.4.

5.3.2

Experimental results obtained with a gas diffusion electrode

From the current interrupt measurements at currents up to 4 A, equivalent to
104 A m·2, it was found that the Ohmic resistance between the tip of the Luggin
capillary and the working electrode did not depend on the applied current and
was 0.52 0. This value was also obtained from the impedance measurements.
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The reversible potential of the working electrode was -0.685 V versus MSE.
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The current density, i, as a function of time at an overpotential of 0.2 V and
rotating frequencies of (at t=O from top to bottom ) 60, 40, 30, 20 and 10
rps in H:-saturated 05 M pro analyse H;i04 at a temperature of 293 K

Figure 5.7 shows a typical set of current density - time curves for the gas
diffusion electrode at differences in potential between the reference electrode
and the working electrode, AV, of 1.52 and -0.105 V, equivalent to initia! current
densities of l.Ox104 and 2.5xlol A m·2 respectively. These values were not corrected for Ohmic potential drop.

Measurements

at constant

working electrode

overpotential

with significant

Ohmic potential drop are possible provided the Ohmic resistance is known and
constant [18,19]. The principle comprises measurement of the current, conversion
of this current into a potential equal to -I..Ra and addition of this potential to
the potendal to be measured by the potentiostat. In fact, a negative resistance is
introduced into the circuit. Attempts to apply this measurement metbod resulted
in instability of the Solartron ECI 1286 with its built-in IR-drop compensation as
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well as of the Bank HP 72 potentiostat equipped with a device built in our own
laboratory. This instability is possibly caused by the steepness of the polarization
curve or by variatlons in the Ohmic resistance of the electrolyte due to gas
bubbles generated at the counter electrode. Measurements

with gas diffusion

electrodes at a constant electrode potentlal were as yet impossible.
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Figure 5.7.
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Tbe current density, i, as a function of time at potential düferenees of (1)
-0.105 and (2) 1.52 V between the gas dilfusion electrode and the referenee
electrode at a temperature of 298 K.

From Figure 5.7 it follows that the current density decreases only slightly. After
25000 s, the measurement for .t.V = -0.105 V registers a current decrease of approximately 6%. For .t.V = 1.52 V, this decrease is approximately 13%. The
reproducibility of these results was excellent.

Although the potentlal

difference between

the working electrode

and the

reference electrode is kept at a constant value there will be an increase in the
working electrode potentlal on decreasing current density due to the decrease in
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Ohmic potential drop. To obtain the working electrode overpotential fl, it can be
shown that the applied potentials have to be corrected for Ohmic drop according
to

(5.1)

This was done for the measurements of Figure 5.7. The results are shown in
Figure 5.8. From this figure, it can be seen that fl increases significantly. For the
measurement with a potential difference .t.V::: -0.105 V, the working electrode
overpotentlal increases from 0.065 to approximately 0.095 V. For the measurement with .t.V = 1.52 V, this increase is from 0.135 to 0.380 V.
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Figure 5.8.

The gas diffusion electrode overpotential, "' as a function of time at potentlal differences of (1) -0.105 and (2) 1.52 V between the gas diffusion
electrode and the reference electrode as calculated from the data from
Figure 5.7.
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5.4

Discussion

5.4.1

Deactlvation of the platlnum rotating disk electrode

To estimate the influence of irreversible surface blocking by a component A on
the overall rate of hydrogen oxidation, a reaction scheme incorporating diffusion,
reaction and surface blocking can be formulated.

The diffusion electronation

current density for hydrogen oxidation can be

described according to equation 4.10 with:

id =

2 .Ykd ' H2 (eH2• b -eH2•s)

(5.2)

where kd,H2 is the mass transport coefficient that can be written as

(5.3)

to describe the dependenee on the rotation rate of the electrode according to

Levich [17].

The hydragen oxidation reaction is thought only to occur on the surface area not
blocked by the species A. It can be shown that a simple current density equation
for hydrogen oxidation can be written as:

(5.4)

kr is the apparant reaction rate constant which is only dependent on the overpo-
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tential applied. (1-8A) is the fraction of the geometrie surface area available for
hydrogen oxidation. Since id = ir, from Equations 5.2 and 5.4 it can be derived
that:

i

(5.5)
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The reciproke of the current density, 1/i, as a function of the reciproke of
the square root of the rotating frequency of the electrode, lfVw, for the
data from Figure 5.4 at the times indicated in the figure.

It is assumed that at t=O, the electrode surface is clean and 8A = 0. From a plot
of

1
1
versus {;, the parameters kd,H:z.O and kr can be calculated from the
i
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slope and the intercept with the

~-axis respectively. For known kd,H:z and kr•
l

()A

can be calculated for t

~

0 using Equation 5.5. In Figure 5.9, part of the

data from Figure 5.4 are shown in this way.
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Figure 5.10.

The fractional surface accupation by deactivating component,

eA, as a

function of time, t, as calculated from the data from Figure 5.4.

It can be seen from Figure 5.9 that the lines are almost parallel. Least square
approximations have shown a maximum deviation of 9% in the value ofkd,H2,0
calculated from the slopes, which is well within the experimental error. From
Figure 5.9, is was calculated from the

t 1/w-0· 5 curve at t = 0 s that kr = 2.2x10"3

m s· 1• From Figure 5.9, it can also be seen that the slope of the

t 1!w-0· 5 curve

does not depend on time t. From the average slope of the curve, it was obtained
that

kd H 0
t
2•

= 4x10"5 m

s-0· 5 using

eH b
2•

= 0.717 mol

m"3 for hydrogen-saturated

0.5 M H 2S04 at 293 K [20]. Using the established values for kr at t
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kd,fi:2,0, 8A can he calculated as a function of time and rotation frequency of the

electrode using Equation 5.5. This was done for the data from Figures 5.4 and
5.6. The results are shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11 respectively.
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Figure 5.11.

The fractional surface occupation by deactivating component, eA, as a
function of time, t, as calculated from the data from Figure 5.6.

From these figures it can be seen that the surface occupation by adsorbed A is
dependent on time, adsorption kinetics (as can he seen from the logarithmic
shape of the curves in both figures) and on the mass transport of A towards the
electrode, as can be seen from the varlation in slope for various rotation
frequencies in Figure 5.11.
Potentlal dependencies were also observed, but are rather complicated in nature.
The hydrogen mcidation reaction rate on the surface is increased on increasing
overpotential, but the surface deactivation process itself is also dependent on the
electrode potential. It was found in some experiments that desorption starts in
the overpotentlal interval from 0.2 to 0.4 V, dependent on the sulphuric acid
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solution

used in that particular

experiment.

Also, current decreases

were

observed on increasing overpotential. Since no data are available on the physical
nature of the adsorbing component(s), this aspect was not investigated further.
Surface techniques (e.g. in-situ surface IR) could render valuable additional
inforrnation on this subject.
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Figure 5.12.

The overpotential, ", and the crurent density, i, as a fundion of time at a
rotating frequency of 60 rps in H 2-saturated 0.5 M technical grade H2S04 at
a temperature of 293 K.

Figure 5.12 shows the results of a part of an experiment perforrned in teehoical
grade sulphuric acid at a rotating frequency of 60 rps. In this experiment, the
overpotential

was varied. It can be seen from Figure 5.12 that the current

increases on decreasing overpotential. The opposite effect was observed in pro
analyse sulphuric acid solution, where the current increased on increasing
overpotential. Obviously, the deactivating species can be different in different
sulphuric acid solutions.
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To detennine the actual surface area covered with an unknown deactivating
component, only few methods are suitable. The use of e.g. infrared techniques
requires knowledge about the component. Probably the most promising metbod
is an electrochemical metbod detennining the quantities of electrical charge (C)
needed to oxidize hydrogen adsorbed on a clean and a (partially) deacûvated
surface respecûvely (e.g. [21]). For future research on this subject, these measurements could prove to be very valuable.

5.4.2

Deactivation of the platinum catalyzed gas dirfusion electrode
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Figure 5.13.

The fractional surface occupation by deactivating component of the gas
diffusÏOD electrode, eA, as a fuDCÛOD Of time, t, as calculated from the data
from Figures 5.7 and 5.8.
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In Chapter 4, an expression was derived for the polarization behaviour of a gas

diffusion electrode with pure hydrogen supplied to the gas side of the electrode:

•

l

with etv

. ( avf!J
= z0,ve

= 0.5. From

- e

(5.6)

-(1:-av)f'l}

the current density data at t

= 0, a value for io,v of 770 A

m "2 was derived, which is in good accordance with the value of 800 A m·2 as
deterrnined in Chapter 4. Comparison of the measured current density and the
current density calculated from Equation 5.2 using the working electrode potentiai at the measured current density renders an expression for the surface area
fraction available for hydrogen oxidation:

. _{t - 8A )·zo,v\eI etyf!J

z-

(5.7)

- e -(1-ay)f!J)

The fraction deactivated surface area, GA• was calculated using Equation 5.7 and
the results from Figures 5.7 and 5.8. The result is shown in Figure 5.13.
The curves from Figure 5.13 are not directly comparable to those from Figures
5.10 and 5.11 since the working electrode potentiai varles throughout the measurement. It is however obvious that although the observed current density
decreases

only slightly, very high degrees of deactivation

can be expected,

especially at high current densities c.q. working electrode potentials. It is also
obvious that the deactivation process is much slower than with the rotating disk
electrode indicating severe transport Iimitations for the deactivating component.
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Chopter 6.

Behaviour of electrodes under galvanostatic conditions.

6.1

Introduetion

Periodic and oscillatory phenomena

in electrochemical

processes have been

reported as early as 1828 [1]. Observations of these potential oscillations during
the anodic oxidation of hydrogen on platinum electrodes at constant current
were reported since 1930 [2]. Attempts to explain the oscillatory behaviour resulted in the formulation of a monoperiodic electrochemical oscillator [3,4), where
the oscillations are ascribed to periodic potentlal dependent adsorption and desorption of inhibitors ( lik:e metals or organic compounds ) on the electrode
surface. Recently, some investigators dealt with oscillatory phenomena

lik:e

mixed-mode and chaotic oscillations which can not be explained by a simpte adand desorption process [5-7].

A theoretica! description of oscillatory phenomena is beyond the scope of this
thesis. In this chapter, experimental results are shown for platinum rotating disk
electrodes and platinum catalyzed gas diffusion electrodes.
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6.2

Experimental

6.2.1

Rotating disk electrodes

The experimental set-up for platinum rotating disk electrodes was described in
Section 5.2.1.

The diameter of the platinum rotating disk (working) electrode was 8 mm (Ae
5,03x10"5 m2). The solution was 0.5 M H2S04 prepared
Sulphuric Acid (Merck) and deionized distilled water.

=

from 95-97% p.a.

The potential difference between the tip of the Luggin capillary and the working
electrode at constant current was recorded as a function of time using the
chronopotentiometric

mode of an Eco Chemie Autolab controlled by a micro-

computer with Eco Chemie GPES v. 3.1 software.

Solution temperatures of 293. 313 and 333 K were used. The rotation frequency
of the electrode was set to 20. 50 and 70 rps. The applied current was set to
fractions 0.25. 0.5 and 0.75 of the diffusion limited current.

6.2.2

Gas dirfusion electrodes

Galvanostatic experiments with gas diffusion electrodes were perforrned at the
Corporate Research Laboratory of Hoogovens Dmuiden B.V., Dmuiden. Due to
this fact, the experimental conditions are somewhat deviating from the conditions
in previous chapters.

Gas diffusion electrodes measurements

were perforrned using an experimental
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cell as shown in Figure 6.1. The working electrode surface area exposed to the
solution was 4x10 4 m2• Electrical contact between the current souree and the gas
diffusion electrode was established through platinum-coated

titanium expanded

metal with an aperture width of approximately 3 mrn. The catbode consisted of
stainless steel AISI type 316. No reference electrode was used.

The entire experimental cell was immersed in a 1 M H 2S04 solution kept at
constant temperature. Experiments were performed at 298 and 313 K. Current
densities applied were 2.5x103 and 4.0x1ol A m-2 .

The currents were regulated with a constant current souree (Delta Elektronika,
type EK 030-10). Cell potentials as a function of time were recorded on a Kipp

& Zonen BD 111!112 recorder.

6

s

3

4

Figure 6.1.

Schematic illustration of tbe experimental cell for gas dilfusion electrodes.
(1} Gas dilfusion electrode, (2} Stainless steel counter electrode, (3)
platinized titanium expanded metal cuerent collector, (4) natura! rubber
seal, (5) gas inlet, (6) gas outlet, condensate suction.
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6.3

Results

6.3.1

Rotating disk electrodes

Figure 6.2 shows a potential - time curve for an electrode rotation frequency of
70 s· 1• Potentials E are referred to the reversible potential of the H:z!H+ redox
couple. The temperature was 293 K and the current density was 7.4 A m·2 , which
is equal to 0.25xi0, 1 under these circumstances.
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Figure 6.2.
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Potential · time curve for tbe platmum rotating disk electrode. w = 70 s·t, T
= 293 K, i

= 0.25idJ = 7.4 A m.z. The overpotential at t = 0 "' 0.003 V.

It can be seen from this tigure that up to a measurement time of approximately
1000 s, no oscillatory behaviour is observed. The potential increases in this
region indicating a continuous decrease of catalytic activity of the electrode
or/and surface area available for hydrogen oxidation. As the potential reaches a
value of approximately 0.4 V, the potential decreases suddenly. A region of
oscillation is observed where, in subsequent oscillations, the maximum potential
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increases and the minimum potential decreases. At approximately 1800 s, the
potential passes 0.75 V and rises to 1.9 V where oxygen evolution is observed.
This type of oscillatory behaviour is observed for all values of temperature,
current density and rotation frequency, either as the only oscillation pattem
observed in a measurement as shown in Figure 6.2, or as part of a more complex
appearance. It is always observed just before the oxygen evolution sets in.
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Figure 6.3.

Potential - time curve for the platinum rotating disk electrode. w = 50 s·1, T
= 293 K, i= 0.751dJ = 19.5 A m"1• The overpotendal at t = 0 "" 0.017 V.

After oxygen evolution, the electrode was disconnected and left at open
circuit potendal during 60 s. Then, the current was appüed again.

The reproducibility of the occurrence of potential oscillations is illustrated in
Figure 6.3. After oxygen evolution took place at a potential of 1.9 V during a
short time, the constant current was switched off. After switching off the current,
the potential of the electrode decreased to the reversible potential of the Hfli+
redox couple, being the open-circuit potential (OCP). After an open-circuit
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potentlal period of 60 s, the constant current was switched on again. From
Figure 6.3 it can be seen that following the oxygen evolution and the OCP
period the electrode behaves as freshly activated with a good reproducibility.
Under these circumstances, during the f:rrst period the oscillation starts at
approximately 600 s and the oxygen evolution sets in at about 950 s.
The effect of increased current density can be seen from a comparison of
Figures 6;2 and 6.4.
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Figure 6.4.
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Potential - time curve ror the platinum rotating disk electrode. w

= 293 K, i

= 0.75id~

= 70 s·1, T

= 23.1 A m4 •

In Figure 6.4, the current density is increased to 22.2 A m·2 being 0.75id,l· The

oscillation starts at 440 s and oxygen evolution takes place at 900 s. The top and
bottorn potentials appear almost constant. Figure 6.4 can also be compared to
Figure 6.3 to illustrate the effect of an increase in rotation frequency of the
electrode. From Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 it follows that both the time before and
the duration of the oscillation period decrease on increasing current density and
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rotation frequency. The potential oscillation appearance with (almost) constant
minimum and maximum potentials as shown in Figure 6.4 is only found at high
current densities.

Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.2 combined illustrate the effect of lowering the rotation
frequency of the electrode. On lowering the rotation frequency, a significant
increase in both start and duration of the oscillation period was observed. The
oscillation starts as the potential passes 0.35 V after 2200 s. A region of oscillation is observed where the maximum potential of subsequent oscillations increases. The minimum potential passes through a minimum. The duration of one
oscillation cycle is maximal in the middle of this oscillation period. High frequency oscillations with a low and increasing amplitude are superimposed on the
low frequency cycles, clearly only near the end of a cycle. Near the point where
oxygen evolution sets in, the minimal potential decreases and the maximal
potential increases as observed previously in Figure 6.2.
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Potential - time curve for the platinum rotating disk electrode. w = 20 s·1, T
= 293

K, i = 0.25idJ = 4.0 A m·2• The overpotential at t = 0 "" 0.003 V.
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The oscillation appearance in Figure 6.5 is rather complex. Oscillations are both
chaotic and/or exhibit multiple frequencies simultaneously. Chaotic oscillations,
without a recognizable pattem, are mainly found at high temperatures. The appearance of high amplitude, low frequency cycles with superimposed low and
increasing

amplitude,

high frequency disturbances

is observed at electrode

rotation frequencies of 20 s· 1 only.
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Potential - time cwve for the platinum rotating disk electrode. "' = 20 s·1, T

= 333 K, i = 0.25id~

= 3.9 A m·2• The overpotendal at t

=0

"' 0.003 V.

Figure 6.6 illustrates the effect of a high temperature. The oscillation starts after
about 225 s and the behaviour matches that of Figure 6.2 up to approximately
1700 s. The maximal potential now exceeds 0.9 V and the entire process restarts,
although the time scale is completely different. Again, the potential rises without
apparent oscillation, oscillation starts and the potentlal at the end of the oscillation period exceeds 0.9 V again. This process is repeated.

In the entire

experiment, lasting over 4 hours, no oxygen evolution could be observed. This
behaviour was found only in experiments at a temperature
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current density of 0.25id,I·

6.3.2

Gas diffusion electrodes

Figure 6.7 shows several parts of the potential - time curve for a typical experiment with a gas diffusion anode. This particular experiment was carried out at a
temperature of 313 K and a total current of 2 A, cortesponding to 5000 A m-2•
Since no reference

electrode

was present during these measurements,

the

overpotential can only be estimated using Equation 4.56 in Section 4.5.2. The
overpotential at the start of the experiment is calculated to be approximately 0.1
V, leaving 2.8 V for the counter electrode overpotential and the Ohmic drop in
the cell, which can be assumed to be constant.

The frrst signs of oscillation become visible after a period of approximately 10
hours at a cell voltage of 3.6 V (71 = 0.8 V).
After 12 hours, a repeating process sets in. The cell voltage rises very steeply to
approximately 4 V (17 • 1.2 V). The cell voltage then drops to a potential of 2.9
V (17 •

0.1 V), which is approximately equal to the potential at t = 0, and

increases steadily to a value of between 3.1 and 3.5 V ( 71 between 0.35 and 0.75
V ) where oscillation sets in again. This repeating process bas no constant cycle
time. Cycle times between minutes and hours have been observed.
After approximately 83 hours, the cell voltage rises to a value over 6 V. After 84
hours this voltage drops to approximately 4.5 V with an oscillatory perturbation.
At 87 hours, the cell voltage rises to over 6 V again and the gas campartment of
the cell was fllled with solution. The electrode was softened and deteriorated.
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Parts of cell potential - time curve for gas dirfusion anode. T = 313 K, i
5000 A m·2• The calculated overpotential at t
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6.4

Conciosion

In all rneasurernents,

three stages could be distinguished. In the first stage, the

potential increased continuously without any visible sign of oscillatory behaviour.
In the second stage, a period of oscillation was observed under all ex:perirnental

circurnstances. This oscillation stage was concluded by either an increase in
potential combined with the start of oxygen evolution, or an increase in potential
foliowed by repetition of the frrst and second stage.

Figure 6.8.

(a)

(b)

{c)

(d)

Schematic illustration of observed oscillation appearances. Explanation in
the text

Four oscillation appearances could be distinguished in the ex:periments. These
appearances are depicted in Figure 6.8:
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6.8a

shows an oscillation exhibiting a single wavefonn that is continuously
repeated within a potenrial band limited by a constant minimal and
maximal potential. This type of oscillation is found under all circumstances, but rarely at 0.25 id,l·

6.8b

represents an oscillation exhibiting a single wavefonn that is continuously repeated like in Figure 6.7a, but the minimal potenrial constantly
decreases and the maximal potenrial constantly increases. This type is
found under all circumstances. If it is part of a more complex oscillation behaviour, it is always found just before oxygen evolution is
observed (e.g. Figure 6.5). If oxygen evolution does not take place, it is
found just before the potenrial reaches its extreme value of approximately 0.9 V.

6.8c

shows an oscillation with wide pea.ks of high amplitude modulated by a
low and increasing amplitude, high frequency perturbation. This kind of
oscillatory behaviour is found at all temperatures and current densities,
but only at low rotation frequencies of the electrode.

6.8d

shows a chaotic oscillation with no periodicity. This fonn is found at all
rotation frequencies and current densities, but mainly at high temperatures.

It was concluded that the oscillation starts at shorter times on increasing rotation
frequency, temperature

and current density. It was also concluded that the

duration of the oscillation, being the period between the time of the start of the
oscillation and that of oxygen evolution, decreases with increasing rotation
frequency and current density. No relation between the duration of the oscillation and the temperature could be established. For experiments at a temperature
of 333 K and a current density of 0.25id,l• no oxygen evolution was observed.
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The behaviour of the gas diffusion electrode is in conformity with the oscillatory
behaviour of the rotating disk electrode. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show a simHar
behaviour. The process involved is probably the same. However, the phenomena
observed can only partially be explained by a process of adsorption and desorption of a surface blocking component. The potential increase in the initia! phase
from the start of the experiment up to the start of the oscillations can be
explained from an increase in surface blocking by adsorbing components, but
only oscillations of appearance according to Figure 6.8a, a single mode oscillation in a narrow potential band, are expected as the blocking component desorbs
over a certain potential.
The oscillations observed are in fact mixed mode or chaotic oscillations as
described in [5-7]. Analysis of the oscillations using stability diagrams [6] or
Poincare" maps [5] could confmn this. This is however beyond the scope of this
thesis.
It is obvious that the overpotenrial

at the point where oxygen evolution is

observed rises beyond the potential where the platinum surface is oxidized [8].
Hydrogen oxidation at platinum oxide is a very slow process, so water is oxidized
instead. 1t is less clear why this potential level is reached. The overpotential
minimum just before oxygen evolution indicates that the surface is practically
clean again, as can be seen from Figures 6.2 and 6.4. Possibly, the oscillation
process itself is unstable and the platinum oxidation overpotential is reached as a
result of this.

Extended research into the species involved in the surface blocking and the oscillation process itself can elucidate the phenomena observed.
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Chapter 7.

Potential and current distribution on the surface of
a hydrogen gas dillusion anode.

7.1

Introduetion

Many authors have dealt with the secundary current distribution or potential
distribution for resistive electrodes. For resistive electrodes, only a part of the
electric energy supplied to .the electrode is used for electrode reactions. The
other part is transformed into heat in the electrode material.

Various aspects of resistive electrodes have been the subject of investigation, e.g.
the electrode shape [1-4], the current feeder configuration [5] and the ratio of
Ohmic and kinetic resistance and the consequences for the the current distribution [6]. For porous electrodes,

the ratio of matrix conductance

and ionic

conductance [7] and effects of gas depletion [8] on the current distribution were
also investigated.

In this chapter, the potential distribution on the surface of a gas diffusion
electrode is presented for various current densities. The specific resistance of the
electrode is deterrnined. A model is given to describe the current density and
potential distribution on the electrode surface.
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7.2

Experimental

The experimental set-up was shown in Fîgure 2.1. The gas used was pure
hydrogen gas from a cylinder. The solution used was 0.5 M H2S04 prepared
from 95-97% p.a. Sulphuric Acid (Merck) and distilled, deionized water.

1

Figure 7.1.

Exploded view of tbe gas diffusion electrode assembly for potential differ·
ence measurements. (1) contact wires, (2) perforated Perspex: support with
electrical contacts, (3) platinum contact sheet, (4) gas diffusion electrode,

(5) platinum sheet, woricing electrode conneetion to power supply, (6)
Perspex: support.

The hydrogen gas was supplied to the gas side of the gas diffusion electrode at a
volumetrie flow rate of 5 cm3 s· 1• The solution was kept at a constant tempersture of 298 K and was recirculated through the solution compartment of the
test cell at a volumetrie flow rate of 5 cm3 s· 1• The gas düfusion electrode used
was a 'fuel cell grade electrode' on Toray Paper purchased from E-TEK, USA
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loaded with 0.5 rog cm-2 Pt.

Since radial symmetry considerably facilitates calculations, the gas diffusion
electrode was mounted in the test cell as shown in Figure 7.1. The current was
supplied to the gas diffusion electrode through a 20 JLffi platinum sheet pressed
against the electrode at the solution side of the electrode. A circular opening
with a radius of 1 cm was spared in the platinum sheet. The sheet was pressed
against the electrode by a perspex plate with an identical circular opening. An
identical platinum sheet was pressed against the gas side of the electrode by a
perforated perspex support. On the perforated perspex support, small electrical
contacts were mounted. These contacts were pressed against the gas diffusion
electrode to enable potential difference measurements

at the gas side of the

electrode. The insulated wires connected to these contacts left the gas chamber
of the cell through the gas outlet.

Currents were supplied to the cell from a Delta Elektronika SM 6020 power
supply. Potentials were measured with a Keithley 177 microvolt digital multimeter.
The specific resistance of the gas diffusion electrode was measured using a four
point probe built in our laboratory according

7.3

to

[9].

Results

The specific resistance of the electrode, Pe• as calculated from four point probe
measurements, was (1.40
(5.2

± 0.2)x10 4

±

0.2)x10 4 0 m. The average electrode thickness was

m.

Figure 7.2 shows typical results from measurements of the electrode potential
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difference between the current supply of the working electrode at the liquid side
of the electrode and the measurement points at the gas side of the electrode.
The reproducibility of the measurements was extremely high. The edge of the
electrode corresponds to the measuring point at r = 10-2 m, being the edge of
the open disk of the platinum sheets at the gas side and the liquid side of the
electrode, and the centre of the electrode corresponds to r = 0 m.

0

>

e -2o

'

~~--------

-so~~~~~~------~

0.0

tOx r

Figure 7.2.

1.0

0.5
2

I

m

Potentlal differences measured between the working electrode conneetion at
the Uquid side of the gas dirfusion electrode and the contacts at the gas side
of the electrde for a total current, I, .. / A

( t.) 05, ( o) 1.0, ( v) 15, ( <>)

2.0, (D) 25 and ( +) 3.0.

Figure 7.2 shows a significant potenrial difference between the liquid side edge
and the gas side edge of the electrode. This potential difference increases
linearly with inreasing current and is accredited to a contact resistance between
the platinum sheet at the liquid side and the gas diffusion elec.trode which
amounts to 0.011 0. Measurements were corrected for the potential loss due to
this contact resistance to obtain the corrected potential difference, il.t/>8 , due to
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the Ohmic resistance of the gas diffusion electrode. The corrected results are
shown in Figure 7.3.

Attempts

to determine

accurately the potential

drop between

the working

electrode and the tip of the Luggin capillary, using the current interrupt method,
failed because of a too large inaccuracy of these measurements.
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Figure 7.3.

The data from Figure 7.2, corrected for the potential drop due to the
contact resistance.

I~a,

/A

= (v) 0.5, (-.) 1.0, ( 0) 1.5,

(D) 2.0, (O) 2.5 and

(+) 3.0.

7.4

Theory

In this section, an equation is derived to estimate the theoretica! potential drops

over the surface of a resistive electrode. The theoretica! framework is based on
work done previously in our laboratory [10].
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A disk electrode with thickness te and radius r0 as shown in Figure 7.4 is
discussed. If te -c r 0 , potential drops in the axial direction of the cylinder can be
neglected. The specific resistance of the electrode material is Pe Om.

I

Figure 7.4.

tot

Schematic representation of a circular electrode with periferal current
collector. Electrode radius ro. electrode thickness t •.

The circular electrode can be considered as divided into parallel rings with width
~.

Figure 7.5 shows part of a ring of the electrode.

Figure 7.5.

Segment of a ring of a circular electrode with currents entering and leaving
the ring indicated.
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The current Ie entering the ring at radius r can be described with:

(7.1)

The current from the electrode into the solution, / 5 , due to the electrochemical
reaction at the ring with a surface area of 2Trt:.r can be described with:

(7.2)

where is<'q(r)) is the reaction current density, which is a function of the electrode
overpotenti al.

The current balance for a ring can be written as:

(7.3)

Using Equations 7.2 and 7.3 and taking t:.r - 0, it follows that:

dl (r)
e

(7.4)

= 27rri,r(7J(r))

For the electrode material, Ohm's law applies. The change in electrode potential
is given by:

(7.5)

By differentiation of Equation 7.1 towards r it is derived that:
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(7.6)

Differentiation of Equation 7.5 gives:

(7.7)

Combination of Equations 7.4, 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7 gives:

2

d 4>e(r)
d r2

1 d 4>e<r)
r dr

Pe • ( ( ))
71 r
te s

(7.8)

-----.,,.....- + - - - - + - l

The overpotenrial 71 is given by:

(7.9)

according to e.g. [3]. If the electrolyte is considered epitaxially equipotential
( d4> 8 (r)/dr = 0) and if Ee for the electrochemical reaction does not change with

r ( dEe(r)/dr

= 0 ), Equation

7.9 can be differentiated to give:

d 11 (r) _ d 4>e(r)

dr

(7.10)

dr

implying the change in electrode overpotential,
electrode potential, 4>e·
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is equal to the change in
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Combination of Equations 7.8 and 7.10 renders the differential equation to be
solved:

(7.11)

In Chapter 4, an expression for Î 5 as a function of 7J was derived:

ii7J(r))

= i0 [ exp(ayf7J(r)) - exp( -(1-ay)f7]{r))]

(7.12)

The dimensionless radius is defmed as:

r

a=-

(7.13)

'o

The parameter m, which is in fact the inverse of a modified Wagner number
expressing the ratio of the polarization resistance and the electrode resistance
[11], is defmed as:

. RD 2

m =zo

(7.14)

'o

where R 0 is the square resistance of the electrode material, defmed by:

(7 .15)

The differential

equation

from Equation
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Equations 7.12, 7.13, 7.14 and 7.15 to give:

(7.16)

The boundary conditions for this differentlal equation are:

[

and

d 'l(a) )
da

=0

at a

=0

a=O

11 (a) = 11 (1) at

a=1

being the electrode overpotentlal at the edge of the electrode.
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Figure 7.6.

-I

0

The overpotenrial at the edge of the electrode, 'l(r0), as a function of the
average reduced current density, i .. / i 0 for m = (a) 100, (b) 1!tt, (c) 10"2,
(d) 10·3, (e) l!r', (l)

to-5•
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The electrode efficiency, -y, is defmed as the quotient of the average current
density,

Îav•

and the maximal current density, Îmax· From Equations 7.1, 7.5, 7.10,

7.13 and 7.15 it can be derived that the total current into the electrode is described with:

-2r [ d fl(a)]
RD
da

(7.17)
a=l

The average current density can therefore be expressed by:

(7.18)
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2

4

3

i av /i 0

Tbe potential difference between the centre and the edge of the electrode,
'1(0) - 11(r0), as a function of the average reduced current density, i •• / i 0 for

m

= (a)

10°, (b)

to·t,

(c) l!r2, (d) 10·3, (e)
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The maximal current density is given by the current density at r

=

r0 • From

Equations 7.12, 7.14 and 7.18 it is found that:

d '1/(a)]
Îav

'Y=--=
Îmax

[

da
a•l
m exp(avf'l/(1))-exp((av-l)f."(l))
2

(7.19)

Equation 7.16 was solved numerically for various values of m and 11 with av

=-

0.5 anf f = 38.94 using a Fortran program with the D02HAF routine from the
NAG library. The electrode efficiency was calcu1ated according to Equation 7.19
with the resu1ts of the numerical solutions of Equation 7.16.
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.v / o>
1

The electrode efficiency, 'Y, as a function of the average reduced current
density, i."/ i0 for m

= (a) Hf, (b) Hl\ (c)

10'2, (d) 10"3, (e) ltr, (f) 10.s.

In Figure 7.6, the effect of m on the re1ation between the electrode overpotential

at the edge of the electrode and the average reduced current density on the
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electrode surface is illustrated. In Figure 7.7, the effect of m on the relation
between the electrode overpotential difference between the edge and the centre
of the electrode and the average reduced current density is shown. In Figure 7 .8,
the effect of m on the relation between the electrode efficiency and the average
reduced current density is shown.

If for an electrode and an electrochernical reaction the radius r 0 , the thickness te,
the specific resistance Pe and the exchange current density i0 are known, Figure

7.8 can be used to deterrnine the electrode efficiency at the required average
current density. Figure 7.7 can be used to estimate the overpotential drop in the
electrode under these ciccumstances and the electrode edge potential can be
read from Figure 7.6. The difference between the edge and the centre potential
is a measure for the potential difference across the electrode surface. The
maximal current density,

imax•

is equal to the average current density,

Ïav•

divided

by the efficiency, -y, according to Equation 7.19. The minimal current density is
calculated from Equation 7.12 where the overpotential is the overpotential in the
centre of the electrode. The difference between minimal and maximal current
density is a measure for the current distribution across the electrode surface.

7.5

Discussion

Besides the direct measurement with the four point probe method, the specific
resistance of the electrode can be deterrnined from results as presented in Figure
7.3. Using a fmite approximation derived from Equation 7.7, it can be shown
that:

(7.20)
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where !""' is the total current flowing into the electrode from the electric power
source. Applying Equation 7.20 to the measured potential differences near the
edge of the electrode, a value for Pe of (1.30

± 0.05)xl0-4

0 m was calculated. It

bas to be taken into account that this measurement is inaccurate due to the large
change in the slope in the range from r = 0.8 to 1.0 cm . The value is however
in good agreement with the directly determined value of (1.40

±

0.2)x10-4 0 m

from Section 7.3.
Using Pe = 1.30x10-4 0 m and te = 5.2x10-4 m from Section 7.3, a value of 0.25 0
was calculated for Ro. In Chapter 4, a value of 760 A m·2 was calculated for the
exchange current density, i 0 . Since r 0

= 10·2 m, an

estimated value for mof 0.019

is obtained.
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Figure7.9.

r

I

m

The calculated and the measured potential ditTerences between the edge of
the electrode and a point on the electrode surface, t.<t>., as a function of the
radius. r0

= 10'2 m, ~ = 1.2 kA m·2, R 0

= 0.22

n. The total current. I.., I A

=(+,a) 3.0, (O,b)2..5, (D,c)2.0, (O,d) 1.5, (A,e) 1.0, (v,f) 0.5.
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By trial and error and using m

= 0.019 as a

starting value, it was found that a

good approximation for the data from Figure 7.3 can be obtained with r 0 = 10·2
m, RD = 0.22 0 and i 0 = 1200 A m·2• These values are in good agreement with
the measured and calculated values. Using the resulting value, m = 0.0264, the
potential difference between the edge of the electrode and various points on the
electrode, t:.t/>e• for the total currents from Figure 7.3 were calculated using
Equation 7.16. The results are shown in Figure 7.9. As can be seen from Figure
7.9, the agreement between calculated and measured potential differences is
good.
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x r

1.0

I m

The current density on the electrode surface, i,. as a function of the place
on the electrode, r, as calculated from Equation 16 for r0 ~ 1112 m, i 0
2
,

kA m· R

0

= 0.22 0. The total current, 1, I
01

A

= (a)

1.2

3.0, (b) 2.5, (c) 2.0,

(ó,d) 1.5, (e) 1.0, (l) 0.5.

In Figure 7.10, the current density distribution for the calculated overpotential

distribution from Figure 7.9 is shown. It can be seen from Figure 7.10 that the
current density distribution becomes highly inhomogeneous at currents higher
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than approximately 1 A. The calculated electrode efficiencies range from 0.65 at
a total current of 3 A to 0.85 at a total current of 0.5 A.

Calculations show that. to increase the electrode efficiency from 0.65 to e.g. 0.9
at an average current density of 9.5 kA m·2, the electrode radius has to decrease
from 10 to 4.3 mm.

It can be concluded, that the Ohmic resistance of the gas diffusion electrode may

play a major role in both current and overpotentlal distribution. The expressions
derived can be used to calculate the current density distribution and electrode
efficiency. The results also emphasize the importance of a sufficient number of
uniforrnly distributed contact points between the gas diffusion electrode and the
current collector placed against the back side of the gas diffusion electrode (e.g
metal gauze or expanded metal) to ensure both good current distribution and
electrode efficiency.
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List of symbols.

a

dimensionless radius (-)
geometrie electrode surface area (m2)
concentration (mol m"3)
interdiffusion coefficient for gas i in gas j at
temperature T (m2 s· 1)
diffusion coefficient for electroactive species
in solution (m2 s" 1)

E

electrode potential (V)
equilibrium potential (V)
upper limit potendal (V)
equilibrium electrode potendal at standard conditions (V)
constant at constant temperature, f

=

.91RT

s· 1)

Fm

mass flow rate (kg

Fv

volumetrie flow rate (m·3 s· 1)

Fv,H

volumetrie flow rate of hydrogen (m·3 s"1)

Fv,N

volumetrie flow rate of nitrogen (m·3 s" 1)

F v ,reactlon

volumetrie flow ra te of hydrogen into the gas diffusion
electrode (m"3 s" 1)
Faraday constant (96500 A s mol" 1)
Henry's constant defmed by Equation 3.9 (-)

i

current density (A m"2)
current (A)
reaction rate constant
effective rate constant of gas transport into micropores of gas
diffusion electrode per unit of macropore surface (m s" 1)
electrochemical rate constant of the hydrogen oxidation
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reaction (m s· 1)
mass transport coefficient (m s"1)
effective lenght of a pore (m)

m

modified inverse Wagner number (V)

M

effective pore concentration per unit of geometrie electrode
surface area (m"2)

n

number of electrons involved in electrode reaction

N

hydrogen flux (mol s· 1)

r

radius (m)

R

gas constant, R

=

8.314 J K- 1 mor1

charge transfer resistance (0 m2)
Ohmic resistance (0)
square resistance (0)

s

effective cross-sectional pore area (=

t

time (s)

1r

?)

(m2)

thickness of electrode (m)

T

temperature (K)
molar volume of gas (m3

mor 1)

Bunsen coefficient (in phase equilibria) (-)
transfer coefficient (in reaction rate equations) (-)
'Y

electrode efficiency (-)

'1

overpotential (V)

e

fractional surface coverage (-)
kinematic viscosity (m2 s· 1)
specific resistance (0 m)
potential (V), Thiele modulus H
rotation frequency (s-1)
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Subscripts:
0

exchange

1

the gas-filled macropores of the porous backing

2

the gas-fllled macropores of the reaction layer

3

the solution-filled micropores of the reaction layer

1,2

at the mouth of the macropores of the reaction layer at the interface of
macropores of the porous backing and the macropores of the reaction
layer

2,3

at the mouth of a micropore in the reaction layer at the interface of
macro- and micro-pore in the reaction layer

a

anodic

av

average

b

bulk of solution, bulk of gas

c

cathodic

calc

calculated

d

diffusion

e

electrode, equilibrium conditions

gd

for gas diffusion electrode

G

gas phase

hp

hydrogen production

H

Heyrowsky-reaction

in

at the inlet of the gas compactment

out

at the outlet of the gas oompartment
limited

L

liquid phase

max

maximal

r

under reversible conditions, reaction

s

surface, solution

SA

Sulphuric Acid
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tot

total

T

Tafel-reaction

V

Volmer-reaction

Superscripts:

ref

reference conditions,

•

not modified

er = 0.5

forward reaction (Tafel mechanism)
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In this thesis, several aspects of the behaviour of hydrogen gas-diffusion anodes

are described. Although gas diffusion electrodes were originally designed for
direct energy conversion in fuel cells, many alternative uses have been proposed
in recent years. For example, gas diffusion anodes are used in sensors and in

cells for electro-synthesis, electro-plating and electro-reclaiming.

In electro-plating

cells, hydrogen gas-diffusion anodes can be applied as a

substitute for dirnensionally stabie anodes resulting in a lowering of the cell
potential due to both the anode reaction involved (hydrogen oxidation instead of
water oxidation) and the absence of gas bubbles in the electrolyte. Due to a
decrease in the anode potenrial the use of chloride counter ions is allowed,
generally resulting in a decrease in the specific resistance of the electrolyte
solution and an increase in throwing power. For practical application however,
insight into the phenomena taldng place in the gas-diffusion electrode and a
description of its behaviour is indispensable.

The overall mass transport coefficient for hydrogen in the gas diffusion anode at
lirnited current density conditions in dilute aqueous sulphuric acid solutions was
deterrnined using mixtures of hydrogen and nitrogen gas. It was found that the
gas compartment of the test cell can be considered as a Continuously fed Stirred
Tank Reactor (CSTR). This result enables accurate calculation of the hydrogen
concentration in the gas phase at the gas side of the electrode. It was found that
the mass transport coefficient is independent of the hydrogen concentration and
the gas flow rate over a large range of concentrations and flow rates.

The lirnited current density was deterrnined under various conditions (sulphuric
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acid concentration,

type of inert gas, temperature,

pressure). To elucidate the dependenee
parameters,

gas pressure and solution

of the transport coefficient on the

a two-layer model for the gas-diffusion electrode was formulated

incorporating gas diffusion through the porous backing of the electrode and gas
diffusion, gas dissolution and reaction in the reaction layer of the electrode.
From model considerations it was concluded that the transport rate for hydrogen
gas at high overpotentials is determined by hydrogen gas diffusion in both the
gas phase of the porous backing and that of the reaction layer of the electrode.
Diffusion of dissolved hydrogen through the reaction layer was shown to be of
little significance. Temperature and pressure optima were found. The temperature optimum was ascribed to the wetting behaviour of the electrode at various
temperatures whereas the pressure optimum could be explained from a pressure
difference optimum between gas pressure and liquid pressure resulting in a
maximum utilization of the reaction sites available.

From polarization data at low overpotendals the hydrogen oxidation mechanism
was determined.

For this purpose, model descriptions for the Volmer-Tafel

mechanism as well as the Volmer-Heyrowsky mechanism were formulated. For
very low overpotentials,

the charge transfer resistance was calculated

as a

function of the hydrogen concentration at various reaction rates under reversible
conditions. Based on these models, the Volmer-Tafel reaction mechanism was
selected. For low hydrogen concentrations the Volmer reaction rate as well as
the Tafel reaction rate determine the overall reaction rate, whereas at high
hydrogen concentrations the Volmer reaction becomes the sole rate determining
step.
The applicability of gas diffusion anodes strongly depends on the long-term
stability. It was shown experimentally that the stability for the electrodes used
depends mainly on the catalyst, platinum. Potentiostatic experiments have shown
a decrease in electrode performance. This was confmned by rotating disk experiment$ using a platinum electrode. A model for the performace decrease under
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potentiestatic conditions was derived from the rotating disk data and succesfully
applied to the gas diffusion anode data. Galvanostatic experiments have revealed
an interesting phenomenon; oscillation of the potential is observed, both for gas
diffusion electrades and for platinum plate electrodes.

Due to the fmite conductance of the electrode material, the current density
distribution is not homogeneous because of the existence of Ohmic potential
drops in the electrode material, especially at high overall current densities. The
specific resistance of the electrode material was determined. Potential drops in
the epitaxial direction of the electrode have been determined from experiments
under pure hydrogen conditions. A model for the predietien of potential drops
and current density distribution was forrnulated.
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In dit proefschrift worden diverse aspecten van het gedrag van waterstofgas-

diffusie anoden beschreven. Hoewel deze anoden

voor brandstofcellen

zijn

ontwikkeld wordt tegenwoordig steeds meer gezocht naar andere toepassingen,
zoals in sensoren, in electro-synthese en als substituut voor zgn. dimensioneel
stabiele anoden in de galvanotechniek. In dit laatste geval zijn de voordelen dan
vooral de energiebesparing door de lagere anodepotentiaal,

het ontbreken van

gasontwikkeling in het electroliet en de mogelijke toepassing van bijvoorbeeld
chloride electrolieten. Voor practische toepassing is kennis van het gedrag van
de gasdiffusie anoden van belang.
Het stoftransport van waterstof onder limietstroomomstandigheden,

bij hoge

overpotenûalen, is onderzocht waarbij gebruik is gemaakt van verdunde zwavelzuuroplossingen aan de vloeistofzijde van de gasdiffusie anode en mengsels van
waterstof en inertgas aan de gaszijde van de anode. Het gascompartiment van de
testcel bleek beschreven te kunnen worden met een continu geroerde tank
reactor model (CSTR). Dit resultaat maakte het mogelijk de waterstofconcentratie in de gasfase aan de gaszijde van de gasdiffusie anode nauwkeurig te
berekenen.

De bepaalde

stoftransportcoe"fficiënt voor waterstof bleek onaf-

hankelijk van de waterstofconcentratie en het gasdebiet

De

afhankelijkheid

van

de

stoftransportcoe"fficiënt

van

de

zwavelzuur-

concentratie, de soort inertgas, de temperatuur en de gas- en vloeistofdruk werd
eveneens onderzocht. Met behulp van een twee lagen model van de gasdiffusie
anode, waarin gasdiffusie door de poreuze gaszijde van de electrode en gas
diffusie, oplossen van het gas in het electroliet en reactie in de reactie laag van
de electrode worden beschreven, werd de afhankelijkheid van de grensstroom
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van de genoemde parameters beschreven. Er kon worden vastgesteld dat het
stoftransport van waterstof onder de gebruikte (limietstroom)omstandigheden
wordt bepaald door de diffusie van het gas in de gasfase in zowel de poreuze
achterzijde van de electrode als in de reactielaag van de electrode. Diffusie van
opgelost gas door de vloeistoffase van de reactielaag is van ondergeschikt belang.
Voor zowel temperatuur

als druk werden optima vastgesteld, waarvoor een

verklaring is gezocht.

Uit gegevens bij lage overpotentialen

werd het mechanisme van de waterstof-

oxydatie vastgesteld. Uit de vergelijking van de gemeten polarisatie data bij lage
overpotentialen en de hieruit bepaalde doorgangsweerstanden
waterstofconcentratie

als functie van de

met zowel het Volmer-Tafel mechanisme als het Volmer-

Heyrowsky mechanisme voor waterstofoxydatie werd het Volmer-Tafel mechanisme geselecteerd. Voor lage waterstofconcentraties
heid en de Tafel reactiesnelheid

zijn de Volmer reactiesnel-

tesamen bepalend voor de totale reactiesnel-

heid. Bij hoge waterstofconcentraties

bleek daarentegen

slechts de Volmer

reactiesnelheid bepalend.
De stabiliteit van de electroden gedurende langere tijd bepaalt de toepasbaarheid. Experimenteel

werd een continue

gevonden, zowel onder potentiostatische

afname van de electrodeprestatie
als galvanostatische omstandigheden.

Vergelijking van de data voor de gasdiffusie anode met die van een platina
roterende schijf electrode onder potentiostatische omstandigheden geven aan dat
de achteruitgang wordt bepaald door een groeiende blokkade van het beschikbare platina oppervlak in de tijd. Uit de gemeten resultaten werd een vervuilingscurve voor de electrode berekend. Het uit de roterende
experimenten

schijf electrode

afgeleide vervuilingsmodel werd met succes toegepast

gasdiffusie anode data. Galvanostatische

experimenten

op de

vertoonden bovendien

potentiaal oscillaties, zowel bij roterende schijf experimenten als bij gasdiffusie
anode experimenten.
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Omdat het electrodemateriaal
dichtheidsverdeling

(koolstoO geen ideale geleider is, is de stroom-

over het electrode

oppervlak

niet homogeen

ontstaan van potentiaalgradie .. nten op het oppervlak,
stroomdichtheden.

door het

voornamelijk bij hoge

Deze gradiënten zijn gemeten en de specifieke electrode-

weerstand is bepaald. Tevens is een model geformuleerd dat de grootte van de
potentiaalgradie.. nten en de stroomverdeling over de electrode voorspelt.
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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift

"Behaviour of hydrogen gas diffusion anodes"

van

J.J.T.T. Vermeijlen

1.
Het is onjuist te spreken over de kinetiek van waterstofoxydatie.
(Hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift)

2.
Interdiffusie-coëfficiënten van gassen zijn moeilijk meetbaar zoals
kan worden afgeleid uit de gepubliceerde experimentele resultaten.
(Landolt-Börnstein, "Zahlenwerten und Funktionen aus Physik,
Chemie, Astronomie, Geophysik, Technik", Springer Verlag, Berlin
(1969))

3.
De bepaling van de diffusie-coëfficiënt van zuurstof in een electrolietoplossing zoals verricht door G.W. Hung en R.H. Dinius is
onbetrouwbaar.
Joumal of Chemica! and Engineering Data, 17(1972)447

4.
De vertaling van "mooi" in "kilometer per uur" is en blijft een
discutabele aangelegenheid.

5.
Het Nederlandse beleid inzake waterhuishouding zal erop moeten
worden gericht het water binnen te houden.

6.
Het aantal treinen, dat op tijd rijdt, is kleiner dan over het algemeen aangenomen wordt, gezien het feit dat de eerste seconde van
elke minuut op de NS stationsklokken beduidend langer duurt dan
één seconde.

7.
Het voorstel dat in de bovenbouw van het middelbaar onderwijs
uitsluitend door docenten met een academische opleiding les mag
worden gegeven, omdat slechts zfj in staat zijn de leerlingen de
wetenschappelijke methode bij te brengen, toont weinig begrip voor
de huidige onderwijssituatie en is geen toonbeeld van het toepassen
van die wetenschappelijke methode.

8.
Zowel de discussie over het gebruik van gentechnologie bij de
productie van broodverbeteraar als de laatste schattingen van de
werkelijke bijdrage van Brecht aan "Die Dreigroschenoper" illustreren de waarheid van Brechts "erst kommt das Fressen, dann die
Moral".

(A. Todt, R. Rehag, F. Waskow, H. Zimmennan, "Gentechnologie
in de supennarkt"; J. Fuegi, "Leven en leugens van Eertolt
Brecht" en B. Brecht, "Die Dreigroschenoper")

9.
Een "groenzak" van biologisch atbreekbaar polymeer biedt voordelen, die door de overheid nog niet zijn erkend.

